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CHAFl'ER I
INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed an astonishing aoceleration in the use ot
industrial arb1tration. 1 Almost all types of controversies an4 subjects
of coUect1ve bargaining are being entrusted to 1ts

process~

Where but a

fev years ago many employers and unions were adamant against submission to
arbitration, now we find they accept that Focessas not onl1' a 8U1table
and final step in the settlement of gr1evances, but also as an aid to the

completion of collectlvel¥ bargained contracts in almost all d.etails. 2
Arbitration has become a standard affair in labor-management relati<,ms,
al.1'I1ost a.much so as the collective bargain.ing agreement itself t:

Yet it must be rem.erabered that industrial arbitration 1s a
new occurrence. And being

80,

relative~

v1thcut the benetit of the rules and

regulations that acoOli1.p8lW experience, it is

constan~

under f1re 41 Though

the bas1c concept ot the process is tai:tq well established, a question

presents itseU as to the torm it should take. Some would have it tOl"ll'l&l.

as the court.a, others desire it as an informal procedure. The latter group
fears that a.tlY other courae would result in a betrayal ot the very 1deala
that comprise the arbitration process.
I L~ paper w:lll be lim1tedto industrial arbitration within the Unite4
!Stl.tes.
2 Clarence lit. Updegraft and 'Whitley- p. McCoy, Arbitration ot Labor Dis'ij~' New York, 1946, 1.
,
1

2

•

This theais w1ll be conoarnecl with only one aspect of the IIOre complex

issue involving the degree of formalisation that arbitration should have,
that being the proper value of precedent in industrial arbitl"8:tton. Three

basic objective8 8bal.l guide this study'r

first, a comparison ot the devel.

opment ot

~t

in common law and in the arbitrational proce#.J

8ec~,

a preaentation of the major arguments tor and against the 'Ue ot

precedent in industrial arbitration, and thirdq, an attempt to determine

the future status of precedent and its proper place in the arbitration ot

both d18pute8 ot rights and. disputes ot interests. To achieve theM ends,
it will be necessary to adllere to a certain procedure.
!he first chapter shall 1ut.roduce the proUl_ and present the method
of the study.

In addition to an introduction and presentation

ot the ch1et

factors involved in the thesis, .. definition ot terms will also be 1nclud.e4.
The secomt chapter shall portray the baokgrt'lWld of induetr1al. U'l)i".

tration. This icr done in oral" to d.emoDStrate the factors which haft been
emphasised in ita growth. We can better appraise arbitration's .future

we

~Ie

u

its paat.

The third chapter shall pursue the development ot precedent 1ft C01I1UOJ'1
~1I.

This is an appropriate atep since arbitration and common law are often

conc,lved of as tellow-travelers and. parallel struotures. A clear unders~r~4Ung
'?

t

.of precedent' a role in common law will do much to el.1m.i.D&te

f

u:riv.ar.ranted analogies and eonsequentl1', in-val1d assertions.
the tourth chapter presents the main contentions tor the use of pre.• ced~t in industrial arbitration.

As in a~ attempt to set forth a

;

•

comprehensive picture of an intricate proble.. it will be necessary to dr_
upon the views of contemporv1es, many prominent as arbitratonJ themselves.
Their ideas shall be stressed. since thue men are helpirlg to mold the future
shape

of arbitration.
The ruth chapter treats ot the major arguments against the use of

precedent in industrial arb! tration. As in the previous chapter, web
weight sball be acoorded their reasoning.
The f.t1xth chapter deals vith the place of prece4ent in the arbitration

o£ diaput$s of rights and dispute. ot interest.. A distinction betwen the
two is ciravn, a step frequently overlooked..

The seventh and final chapter shall be the conolusion. Here the data
w1ll be s'WlUllU'ised, and the writer v.Ul derive conclusions in keeping with
the objectives of this

8t~.

Since it wuld be unwise to proceed further without aeh1e...!Dg a

agreement as to the meaning of terms involved, this shall be

dODe

COIltIIlOn

present17.

The general term ·arbitration" shall be taken to mean an Wormal and

flexible process U which the parties theuelTea, b.r mutual agreement,
establish their ow. l"Ules of procedure, s.lect the arbitrator or establish
a

~thod.

tor his selection, t1x time limits, define the problem or issue

to be submitted,

and mutually agree that vlthin such liDdts the arbitrator's

4~on8hall be t1Dal and bind1ng. ,
'j
,

~

~

"Industrial arbitration It shall be regarded as the settlement r4 dis-

~~------------------~
4
putes arising out ot labor agreements.

4 These disputes ~ concern either

existing contracts or new contracts.
A dispute that is concerned with the interpretation, application, or

enforcement ot an existing collect!vely bargained agreement shall be known
as a '*dlspute or rights. ft A dispute arising in the negotiations ot an
initial or renewal contract which involves the establishment or working
conditions, and other terms to govern the employment relations in the futu.re
shall be known as a "dispute or interests. If

5 Both disputes

of rights and

disputes or interests are lIlore .t'ully treated in a later chapter.
"Commercial arbitration" is the settlement or disputes arising out ot
business contracts, under which commerce and. trade are carr1ed. on. 6
Included. in this classification are any claims which involve violations or
established trade practices.

Thus, the parties voluntarily submit their

dispute to a neutral third party in the hopes ot avoiding d.elq,
and the Ul-teeling which arise. from lawsuits in courts

e~e,

ot justice. 7

Throughout this paper the term "temporary arbitntor" is used to
designate a third party who is selected tor a single cue or tor a specitic
group or cases after it has become clear that the grievance or grievances

4=e:.K:!~erin~!ii=;:n~wmi~:~a!:~:.a!i:!~"5.

This term

5 Harry H. Platt,

1tfhe Settlement ot Industrial Disputes through Voluntary
Arbitration," Michigan State Bar Journal, XXVIII, October, 1949, 19.

6 ICeUor, Arbitration in Action,S.
7 J~ A. Lapp, Labor Arbitration, New York, 1942, 31 Clarence F. Birdseye,
AJ4bitration ana iiiiSiliiss IthIc;Ulev York, 1926, viiJ Ludwig Teller,
tabor Disputes and C~ect1ve
ga~, New York, 1940,s8c. 179.

~----------------------5~
ill question must be submitted to arbitration.

The arbitrator is selected

lIith a specific case or group of cases in mind, and there is no cOll11i1tment
1Ihatsoever to use that same person again.

Third parties selected. in this

manner are somet1aea called ttad hoe arbitrators.*' The majority of labor
agreements prov1di.Jlg for arbitration specity th1a type. 6
The term -permanent arbitrator Q is used in connection with a. third
party who is selected for a longer period of time. He is seldom seleoted.

tor a term longer

than the duration of tluit contract, although be may be

re-selected. for succeeding contracts. Sometimes he is seleoted tor a term

.horter than the life of the contract, such as a six l'llOnth term. ,
"Precedent" shall be det1ned. as tithe torce which is given prior
d.ecisions.- 10 The same connotation shall be applie4 to the term .stare
This d1et11'1ction shall be noted. in both the common law and the

decisis. -

arbitration process.
The method: empl.oJred in the compilation of thia thesis . . exclusivaq
that of research.

legal, or

Periodicals were oonnlted, vbether popular, pl""otessioDal,

go~tal.

Books were of a lesser value.

This is so because

the authors of books do not treat ot the subjeot of this thesis direct:q
but

onl.1'

in an 1nd1rect manner.

Therefore, 1n order to secure the greatest

8JIlOunt of orig1Dal intormation, the periodictUS have been relied. upon most

hea'Vill'.
~

IUBam

E. S1mld.n, and. Van Dusen Kennedy, Arbitration of Grievances,
U. $. Depart.ment of .Labor, Washington, 194'6, Ii_

,9 ~., 4.
··10 Fn.nk mouri, "The Prece4ential Force

ot

Labor ubitration Award.&t, It

Labor Law Jou:rnal., I, December,. 1950, U87_

~----------.
CHAPTER II
'tHE BACKGROUND OF LABOR ARBITRATIOI

While arbitration may be said. to have gained its greatest popularity
within the last twenty years, that is not to say that it was unknown to
previous generations. Indeed, as tar back as the thil"tetmth cent'lll7 we
discover its use. For Bracton, in his notebook.. reports one cue in the
year 1224, another in 1231.. and a. third 1.n 1233.

indicate that there

1IaS ~h1ng

These cases in no W1'

novel about the. Though they are

relat1pll' incomplete as to an indication ot procedure, they do state that
it was necessar.y to prove the ·conventions, tt or su.lmd.asions, or agreement
by

1Ih1ch the;r "put themselves upon an arbitrement ... 1
In l.609. Lord Coke is said to have displayed judle1al host1l1ty to

this method of .ettllng diapu\es.

Updegatt and McCoy believe that it 1$

likely that he d1d not approve of settling dispute. outside .t the courts. 2
He held.

that though one may 'be bound to stand. to the arb1tre~ countermand the arbitrator •••u a man
cannot br h1s own act make such an authority, power,
or warrant, not counter.rumdable, which by lay and its
own proper nature is countermandable. ,

raent yet he

This vas olearl1' but a dictum since the authorities had given an award &\.nd
I'lJP(iigratf and McCar, Arbitration, S.

2 ~., 6.
l ~r's Case, 4 Coke 302, Tr1n1ty Term, 7 Jao. 1 (1609).

6

~----------.
1
the arbi tratlonal proceedings were completed.

Nevertheless, it was 4prompt3¥

accepted as a correct statement ot law by the judges or the Court. It would
appear that the learned judge, in this declaration, was referring to the law
ot agency, Where the power of revocation is ordinariq inherent in the person

creating the power. 4
The colonists, when they came over to the

)few

World, brought with them

"English common law and. its tellow-traveler, arbitration."

1.64h, the

5

As early as

General Court of the Oolony of Connecticut is seen to have

advocated the settling of controversies by this means. The New Haven Tow
Records ot 16h9-1662 contains records ot how, in 1651, the Court ordered.
one Mr. Goodanhouse and his tarmer to arbitrate their ditferences as to

whether or not the farmer vas overselling Mr. Goodanhouse' s bay and underfeeding his cattle.

In 1652, two neighbors, Hr. Judson and Mr. catfinch,

appearing before the Court, were ordered. to refer all differences concerning
matters of damage between them to ubitration and to stand by the arbitra...
tor's award. 6 S1,,:milar cues appear on the records intrequentl¥.
However, the earliest vage arbitration in the United States did not

appear on record. W'ltil 1865. fbi. case involved the iron puddlers of
Pittsburgh. The awarda presented these workers with a fairly substantial

inorease in wage rates and. laid the foundation for the peaceable settlement

ti Ujidegratt and. McCoy, Arbitration, 5.

S Fred (ent, "Pioneers in American Arbitration," Nev York 1JniversitZ Law
~rly Review,

. ,6

nd.d

_e

MI, Mq, 1940, 501 •

rr------1s
of later disputes. 7 The shoe workers of Lynn, Massachusetts, are feported.

to have arbitrated a cl1apute in 1870.
The year 1886 found Maasachl18et.ts establishing a Stat. Board. of
concUiat.ion and arbitration. !his board enjoyed a very successful career
bOth in concillatiDg cl1sputea and in pr.....Uing upon disputants to submit

yO].untaril.1 to arbitration. l1nfOl"tunatelT, the earq reports of the work
of this Board do not give

1ndividual
Th~

cas...

suffleien~

full deta.1ls of the result. :In

8

Bureau of Labor St.ati.tics discloses that between 1880 and 1890,

br1cklqers in New York, Boston, and Chicago entered into arbitration agr......

aents with the usociat1one of their employers, which agreements continued
in effect almost

to 19OO. 9

The Amalgamated Association of street and

Electric Ra1lway Employees is shewn to have had its present arbitration
policy

al.readr

well developec1. at this time, and local unions of several

other internationals are seen to have secured agreements providing for some

aon. of arbitration of diaputae ariSing during their continuance by the
turn ot the twent1eth centUl7.
Thus; prior to 1915, recordB

UJlCOVW

twenty-eight arbitrationa

affecting industrial concerns, tour of which were ooncerned with street
~,

whUe twenty-two were in conneetiOll vlth st... railroads. The

7'LiJiiR.

of Arbitration Cases Involving Wages and Hovs, l665-1929,"
Ionthl;t Labor Rm.!!i mI, November, 1929, laSh.

-

8 Ib14.
,

Eli L. OliVV. ' "Arbitration of Labor Disputes," UniversiV of f!nnsllDecember, 1934, 21,3.

!Jl!ia Law Reviw, LXXXIII,

latter arose almost entirely under the Erdman Act of 1698 and the If&lands
Act of 1913- TheSe acts represented the firet attempt of the federal
government to provide achinery for the settlement ot labor disputes. 10
The Erdman Act of 1698 came into being in order to repeal the Act ot

1868. The latter provided, among other things, tor voluntar,y boards of
arbitration or comm1asions tor settling controversies bet.ween rai.l.road
corporations and other Cmmtlon carriers engaged in interstate and territorial
transportation of property or passengers and their employees. Tnmsport
wrkers were the ones to whom the Irdm.an Act spec1!'icall7 ap.plied.

When a

dispute was threatened, the Chainaan ot the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the United

Statt;UI

Commissioner ot Labor,

011

the application ot either

perty, were enjoined to make an attempt to resolve the dispute by mediation
and concUlation.

U this

tailed, t.hen it

1iJI18

the duty of the mediators

to attempt to have the case brought to llJ:"bitration. If arbitration was
acceptable, a 'board of arbitration consisting of three _s to be formed.
One member

was to represent one party, another the conflicting party, and

the third was to be nomi.nated br the tint. tvo, or the two Commissioners i f

this proved unsatisfactory_

The award was to be regarded as binding.

t.wards were t.o remain in .torce tor one year.

The

It was made unlavtul tor the

can-iers to discharge employees and tor emp1o.ree8 or organizations to
engage in strikes during the pendency

or

arbitration under the aot. For

three months after an a1ilUd. was renderecl, no employee could be discharged

:%0

l1)!4. The Erdman Act :marks the real beg1nn1ng

iilIroad. industry.

ot arbitration

in the

~_-_ - - - - - - - - - I
10
nor could he quit, without thirty days notice. 11 It was directed t!tat

each award should continue in opElrat1on tor at least one year, and that no
neW' arbitration should take place on the subject d.uring that time.

In all,

during the duration of the act, onl¥ twelve cases were submitted to the
arbitration machinery-. 12
A note of interest is that every railroad arbitration before Wor14

War I in its award granted. some increase to aU or part of the workers
concerned.
In same instances the increases were very slight. in
others, as in the eastern engineers ca.e ot 1912,
some employees reoeived increases as high as lifty...

two per cent, others received no

ad"YanGe

at all. In

onl3 four per cent of the railroad arbitration cases
was the subject of hours a serious point of controversy and in all of these some reduction in hours was
granted. 13
Of the :1ndustr1a.l arbitrations before the first great

war, the anthra-

cite coal case of UO) as the most important. The board. in this case vas
appointed by the President of the United States atter a long and bitter

con.fliet. 14 The decision of the 'board. gaw a substantial increase in
vage rates» amounting to ten per cent in the case of contract m1nera.
Three groups espec1a.ll)r contributed to the development of arbitration

a.tter 1900. Here .. include tho.. in the printing trade, the needle trade,

II 15iLi Yoder,

ed.,

Prentice-!!!p: Laber Courae, Nw York, 1951• .3Ol3.

11 lt4gar S. Furniss, tabor ProblEmloB, New l'ork,1925, ,)12.

13

"ReslU.t8 of Arbitration Oases," Mon!!& Labor Review,

'14 ~pp, Labor Arbitrat1~. 7.

nu,

1055.

u
and the rallllay industry. Action taken by the International Typographical
Union, in ita 1900 conventions, led to the conclusion of an arbitration
agreement in 1901 between the union and the American Newspaper Publishers'
Association. E. L. Oliver goes on to say that the strike of clothing workers
in the Bart, Schattner, and Marx factory in Chicago, in 1910, culminated in

the signing af an arbitration agreement covering that establishment,

a.nQ

began the no\, extensive use of arbitration for settling disputes in the
needle trades. 1,
During liorld War I arbitration or labor disputes increased

rapi~.

This was in :part the continuation or a movement already under lI81' before the

war. StUl the war did not im.ped.e the movement, but gave it added momentum.
The fact was recognized that there should no strikes or lockouts to interrupt

war-time prO<!u.ction. Yet the cost of living was mounting so that wage
increases were essential. Arbitration afforded a logical answer to the
difficulty. 1'he close of the war came in 1918, at which time the federal
agencies witbtrew their control over private industry, although living costs
and industrial activity continued to climb until 1921.

Three outstanding

arbitration CUes are recorded in 1920-the bituminous coal case, the
anthraoite

c~l

case, and Decision Number Two of the United States Railroad

Labor Board. l6
The

a~

in the bituminous coal case granted substantial increases in

15 (Sfiver, 111rbitration of Labor Disputes," U. h. L. R. , LXXXIII, 214.
16

"jSults ~f

Arbitration Cases, tt Monthl,z Labor Review,

xm,

10,6.

12
wages, amounting to twenty-tour cents a ton for tonnage workers, one dollar
a day tor certain other classes of labor, and twenty per cent tor still
other classes. The anthracite case also resulted in wage increases: but
apparently much less substantial ones than in the bituminous case and. much
less satisfactory to the miners concemed. Decision Number Two of the
Rail1"oad Labor Board, represented the first major activity of that board.

The case aftected almost all cla.... of steam railroad. employe.. and. the
avard of the board granted increa..ses ot trOll tive to eighteen cents per

hour. 17
The year 1920 also saw the enactment of a modern arbitration law in
the State of Nev York. This was the first of ita kind in the United States.
This law, asserts Frances KeUor. possessed the unusual features of looking
forward instead of backward, and of enabling parties in dispute to control

fUture disputes as well as to settle existing disputes.

The author goes on

to say that it was little "dreamed in 1920 that under this and subsequent
laws

ot a

siDanar nature, arbitration would evolve into wide tlunt systems

ot arbitration." 18
A peculiar situation came into being in 1921 with the general collapse
ot: business.

It now became the emplayer's turn to call upon arbitration to

reduce wages and to increase hours.. For the most part the employees were
I'1;~&.

18 Frances lellor, A.aerican Arbitration, New York, 1946, 11, This law vas
followed in 1925 b7 tJie UnIted
Arbitration Act and by 81M1lar
~W8 in the stat•• ot Arizona, Oalifornia, Connecticut, Louisiana,
*seachuaetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 'Washington, and Wisoonsin.

state.

13
put on the defensive, that is they tried to retain the bard-earned
won by them in previOUS years.

~er

New demands by workers were out of the

question.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics haa made an incomplete tabulation of
arbitration decisions in the United States that may prove of service in this
regard.

It shows fifty'-four deoisions being handed down from

l86,

to 1914,

ninety-e1ght from 1915 to 1920, and two hu:ndred seventy-one awards from 1921

to 1929. 19 The Bureau f s purpose in this st.udy was such as to exlude 1'I&I\Y
decisions

80

that

~

a fraction of the avarela are presented.

However, the

increase is of some significance since it provides a fair indication as to
the increased reliance on arbitration.
With the expa.naion of collective bargaining agreements following the
enactment of the National Industrial Recover" Act of 1933, requests for
labor arbitration facilities became a frequent occurrence. 20 Especi~

after 1935, with the acceptance of the Wagner Act provision that the
employer must bargain coUectivel;y, has there been a flurry of arbitration

proCeedings. The 'la:tt-Hartley Act of 1947 enlarged on this when it stated

that the labor representative must also bargain co11ectivel;y. 21.
The Taft-Hartley Act is the latest instance in the histo17 of labor

19 "su1t. of Arbitration Cues, ff }C1ont!Hl Labor Reviev, XXIX, 10,3.
20 i'lteUor, American ArbitratiOA, 84.
!wiconstltu£:rotii1.

This act vas aubaequenttq declared.

21 The Wagner Aot is offioial.ly entitled the National Labor Relations Act
~, 19'5. vh1le the 'l'att-Hart.ley Act
~ement Relations Act of 19h7.

is properl;y knOllll as the tabor

rr-----

-t

14

relations which shows the desire tor and the steady growth of ord.erlt procedure. This 1s another way of saying that the imposition of arbitrary
cJ.eDUUlds through aptmsive eoonomic tests of strength submitted to a more

logical solution in the fom of a

re1atift~

inexpensive and orderly pro-

cedure, nam.ely' arbitration. Arbitration·. fiex1bi1ity proved more adva.ntageoUII than rigid litigation.

Its swiftness had more appeal than long

court trials .. especially since large amounts ot money could be saved.
Economic coercion, the only other alternative to the

ceuras

betore arbi....

tration, was favored by' but a fev. Arbitration provided a welcome relief,
where disputes are arbitrated.. the parties continue at work.

In this 1111',

no wages are lost, no proCluction schedule is disrupted, and, perhaps most
important, no public disturbance is created to bring criticia upon either
.ide. 22

Arbitration creates a friendly atmosphere for the
settlement of c:l1sputes and paves the vay tor the
continuance and bettement of business relations.
While the cou.rtroom attaosphere almost inevitabl1'
leads to animosity between the parties, the voluntary submission to arbitration and the Worul
proceedings Cl'8ate good. will amollg the disputanta
and an ~ basis tor subsequent business
relationships. 23
This sentiment is echoe<1 by Harry Platt who regards arbitration as a

process which insures

spe~

and final disposition of

all sorts ot

grie~

tt Uj)(Ligratt and McCOY', Arbitration, 19. The furor created b7 the railroad switchmen'. strike Iii necember, 1950, provides reoent evidenoe as
to the eftect ot economic coercion on the public.
23 l'I~itration-V1ta1 Tool for Lawyers," Connecticut Bar Journal, nI,
December, 1941, 464.

!
":'J

.
ances, and which is so effective in labor disputes that its use is "a
practical and social necessity. It

24

Is.. C. Lappin further substantiates

this belief in writing that arbitration dou not engender host1lity or
,tress technicaUt1es, but rather is s1m.ple, pla1n, and business....l1ke with
1ts whole eftort being directed. toward ascertaining the t.ruth.

2S

still others can be cited. who believe the same to be true. Jesse
Fre1d1n states that the reasons for the creation of arbitration would include simplicity and. Wormallty ot procedure, epeect, the tact that awards
are responsive in most instances to fairness .. common sens., and the foree

o! the merits of the particular controversy, and lastq, its finality. 26
Rita Morgan feels that simplicity and informality constitute the main
characteristics ot the arbitration procedure. 27Rarold tusk, in 1932,
recognized that informal. proceedings make tor speed. 28

It should be evident therefore, tram the bistor.y ot arbitration, that
it was long in being accepted.. and that even today

SOllIe

regard it skepti..

It is moat d1tl1cult, however .. for its critics to

oalq.

deD¥ its ability

Ii i':I8Ei' H. Platt,

ftThe Arbitration Process in the Settlement of Labor
Disputes," Journal of the .american Judicature Societll XXXI, August,

1947, 60.

IS A. G. Lappin, "The Cue of Arbitration v. Litigation," CODIIlercial
Journal,

nxn,

taw

April, 1934, 198.

26~u.e1 Stein, ed., Pl:oce~Of New York Univ_ai!: F:LQt Annual
p,ODterence on La.bor'.. ie. lor , UG8.. 2~J.
t7 Rita Morgan, Arbitration in the Hen t • Glo~ Indust!7 in New York

s.:z, New York, grtO, 31.

'18

;:

Harold. 11'. tusk, "ArbU.ration of Business Disputes," American Law School

rtevtew,
. I

{

VII, December, 1932, 6$1 •

to

repair breaks between employer and employee without leaving scarff on the

disputants. Moses Grossman summarizes this point quite adequatelY.
The superiority of justice through arbitration is
reflected oot. only in the speed in which the controvers,y is settled but also in the attit.ude of the
parties towards one another at the close ot the
altair. The atmosphere of the court is the atmosphere ot war. Litigants who ent.er with an honest
ditterence leave as sworn enemies. The informality
ot arbitration, the tri~~ attitude ot the tribunal, oonstitutes an agreeable contrast to the
austerity and too otten, the crotchety irritability
of the judge. Lawyers 'tricks' based. in many eases
on obsolete rules and technicalities, cause a litigant to believe that the court has helped his
opponent. to 'put one overt on him. 29
Add to this Lappin's view t.hat arbitration avoids contusion of witnesses,
and unreasonable 'demands for iapossible ·yes- or "no" answers. Be asserts
that, in arbitration, there is no question regarding jurisdiction for the
submission accepts jurisdiction. t.here is no dramat.ic appeal to se4ure a
ciecision on law and eloquence rat.her than on just.ice and equit.y • .30
The opinions here cit.ed retlect but a tew ot the almost. unanimous
belief that arnitration was, is, and should be a svitt, simple, flexible,
informal and inexpensive process. Here we note the belief t.hat t.hese are
basic requirements and cannot be taken aW81'.

To deprive arbitrat.ion of

these would destrQY its effect.iveness.
Lawyer~ n Nev York Universit.y
IJilv 9uarter;l3 Review, lVII .. May, 1940, 511.

PJ Hoses B. Grossman, "Arbit.ration and the
30 Lappin, "The Case of Arbitration

mn,

196.

V.

Litigation, tt Commercial Lav Journal,
·
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Yet. the histor.y ot arbitration shows us more than the mere facts that
the.e elements are essential. The faot that the arbitration process has
been a spasmodio one is also brought out. For arbitration has not really
come of age until recent years. Until the time when colleotive bargaining
was granted legal reoognition. arbitration vas oomparatively slow in

developing itself.)l But the attention given to arbitration after the
enaotment ot the Wagner Act has also focused the light upon a glaring weakness in the process. That vulnerable point 18 its procedure. For being a
comparatively new thing. arbitration has not had the time to formulate a

definite procedure. It is without the experience and matured wtsdom that
the common law possesses. It is still groping for the right course.

•

)1 the Wagner Act made universal. the right to organize and to bargain

colleotive:q with employers.

j:

•

CHAPTER III
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRECEDENT IN COMMON LAW

It 1s but proper that

~

attempt to arrive at a determination of the

worth of precedent in labor arb1tration be preceded with an inquiry into
the development ot precedent in CODon law. A study of the histor1cal
advance of the common law w1l1 facilitate an understanding of the views
propounded b.r those who compare arbitration to cammon law, and emplo.y such
a comparison to deduce conclusions as to the advisability of precedent
being carried over into arb1tration. All to often, assertions are made
concerning the common law, and the import of precedent therein, which have
no justification.
George Crabbe furnishes a brief observation in his A Histoq of E!!ilish
the working def1n1tion of common
statingl
-Law as toWhat
18
the common
consist$ of a eollection
law in

called
ot cuatoms and
power, and the
usage, coupled
consent of the

law
maxim.s, which derive their binding
torce ot laws, from long and immemorial
with the express sanction, or the tacit
legislature. 1

This opinion 1s retlected by Theodore Plucknett who reurks that the
common law itself, in its ult1mate origin,

_8

the custOJll ot the Xing's

Courts. He discloses that the regular routine which the.y developed in the
ad.mbdstration of justice became settled and known, and therefore, served
a'fthe basis upon which people could forecast with some certainty the

I

diOrge Crabbe, A Bisto;r ot the !9Ilish

j:

Law, London, 1829, 1.
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future decisions of the Courts. 2 From earliest times, therefore, 'here
was some regard accorded previous deCisions, although, in all probability,
the reason for this course of action was a desire for administrative ease.
The English Court of Common Pleas, which was prom:1.nent in the twelfth
centur,y, further gave encouragement to the development ot a routine to
handle business.
This is not to say, however, that there was anything even remotely
resembling the modern principle of precedent, even by the twelfth centur,r.
There was, rather, a mere tendency to establish a procedure and perhaps to
adopt a fev substantive principles which, taken together, constituted the
custom of the Court. .3
After the Court of Common Pleas had

alre~

been functioning for

eighty years, Bracton came forward with his treatise.

This work, commonl;r

referred to as Bracton f s Notebook, made extensive use of cases.
is nothing to warrant the assumption that he regarded them as

binding on the judges in similar cases arising later.

But there

positive~

h the very first page

of Bractents treatise reveals that he considered the bench of his day to be
much interior to its predecessors.

He asserts that the.y were foolish and

ignorant, and had assumed the judgement seat before they had learned the law.
Their fancy, Bracton goes on, deoides cases rather than rules.

f ;!h.Odore F. t. P1ucknett,
·'1929, .302 •

-

A Concise Histon: of the Common

Law, Rochester,

.3 Ibid.

.4 S* Frederiok Pollock,

A First Book of Jurisprudence, London, 1918, .321.

"...-
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Consequentl;y, his book is an endeavor to bring the law back to ·its
ancient principles. Be would look "largely to the decisions ot a previous
generation ot upright judges coupled with his private opinions." $ This,
he felt, ·would be the best method of obtaining accuracy and. true judgments.
Cases are carefully selected because they illustrate vhat he believes the
law ought to be and not because they have any binding authority..

He thus

used cases, not on their authority as source of law, but upon his personal
respect tor the judges who decid.ed them, ad his belief that they raise and
discussquestiona wh1cb he deemed sound. 6
An impressive otficia1 position vas the means through which Braeton
was able to get access to the Plea Rolls, a feat no other lavyer could pertorm at that time.

He worked with the originals and since there were no

duplicates, he made a copy for Ids own convenience.
He clearl;y was the ~ lawyer of his day who chose
to exert a good deal of coun innuence in ,order to
obtain the loan of numerous Plea Rolls, and who vas
ready to devote _ense pains and labor searching
hundreclweights of manuscripts and having his discoveries copied in a vGrT substantial volume. 1
One cannot, therefore,

US'Ul'Ae

that Braetonts use of case law vas aI\1

part of contemporar,. legal thought. On the contrary I he had devised a novel
manner of undertaldng research into the present anc1 former condition of the
law, namely the search of the Plea Rolls, whioh was in his time indeed a new

5 HUClmett,
6 Ib1d,
.7

-IJid.

H1s~

or

Couon Lay, 30).
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discovery. Bracton may then be regarded as an exception to what ha<1 gone
before and. what came arter his times. 8
Indirectly, though, Bracton t s use of cases may have interested his
contemporaries and succeeding generations, by prompting other lawyers to
collect records of cases when they had the opportunity. The rise of the
Year Books m.ay have been due to his initial venture. These were composed.
of the discussions in Court, and. with the growth of scientific pl.eading,
became superior for practical purposes to the plain transcripts of the
record which Braeton used.
The reports give "not so much decisions as discussions on the question
what. pleas will be best suited.

to raise the issues on which the case 18

turned." 9 Quotations from memory are a general occurrence and the names

ot the parties involved may or 11lal" not be listed. Yet, when a new or
signillcant point is raised, the Court is

tull1

conscious that its deci8ions

lIllY start a st:rea of other decisions in a particular direotl01'h

In an

earl¥ Year Book, we find counsel (Herle) reminding the bench "that the

judgJrient to be giYen by you will hereafter be an authority in e'V'e17 tquare
non admisltl in England." 10 In 1305 Justice Hengllam ordered a party to

use a particul.ar procedure and to tlconsider this henceforth as a general

8 JaGri Chipman Gray, The Nature and Sources of the Law, New York, 1948,
212.
f

9 Williul Searle Holdsworth, Some Lessons from. Our Leial Histol]". New York,

1928, 11 •

. ~O pop.oek, Jur1!JEU4ence, 321, citing Herie, Year Book.
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rule." U

In 1)10 Chiet Just.ice Beretord observed. t.hat, "by a decision on

this avowry we 'sball make a law throughout the

land.· 12

Even such striking test1moqy, however, cannot be thought ot as evidence
of the existence of a case law.
fifteenth centur.y.

This i8 valid even in the Year Books ot the

Chiet Justice Prisot in

1454

presents the nearest

a.pproach to such a concept:
If we have to pay attention to the opinions of one
or two judges which are oontradiotory to many other
judgments by many honorable judges in the opposite
sense, it would be a strange situation, consider1ng
that the judges who adjudged the matter in ancient
times were nearer to the making of the statute than
we are, and had more knowledge ot It •• .And moreover
if this plea were now adjudged bad, as you maintain,
it would assuredq be a bad example to the younger
apprentices who study the Year Book, tor they-would
never have confidence in their bOOks, if we were to
adjudge the con1:.rary of what has been 80 otten adjudged. in the Books. 13
Here ls a faint foreshadowing of .. more novel spirit.

Chief Justice

Jrisot maintains that there 1s a balance of authorit.y in tavor of his view.
But the most. sallent point in his words is that he regards even the decisions of Il8ll7 honorable judges as only persuasive) neither he nor the other
lawyers who argued. the case regarded themselves as bound by
dec~sions

n

a~

ot the

mentioned.

HucEiett, Hlstog of Cormnon Law, ';05, citing lIengbam, Year Book.

12:! XbW., clting Bereford, Year Book, 1310.

-

1, Ib1d., )06, citing Prieot, lear Book. j) Henry VI, Micha. 17, fo.

j:

41.
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In the sixteenth century the Year Books gave way to the ReEorts made

b.1 named reporters. A difference in style may be noticed in the Reports,
owing to changes in the legal structure.

William Searle Holdsworth main-

tainS, "it was not till the rise of the modern reports and the changes in

procedure and pleading which made these reports in their JIOdern form

possible, that the authority of the decided cases could. take its modern

shape." 14 Thus, with the rise of written pleadings, settled by the advisers of the parties before the,r got into court, the report -turns upon
the decisions of the issues so raised.-

It is when

precedents

VB

15

come to the time of Coke that we find. the citation of

particular~

common, and after the Restoration we discover a fev

rules judiciall.)r laid down to govern their use.

1670, distinguished. "dictaIt trom those

Chief Justice Vaughan, in

parts of the judgment which form an

integral part of it, although he admits that 1£ a judge believes a previous
case in accordance with another court is in error, he is not bound to

tollow it. 16
However, from the si..xteenth to the latter part of t.he eighteenth cen-

tury, the pub1icat.icm of reports depended on the individual initiative of
otlawyers. For there was no regular Nporting of decisions of the Courts

Di WIllIam Searle Holdsvorth, A Hiatol?' of !'!iUsh Law, London, 1923, II,

,41.

1$ Holdsworth, Lessons from Legal Hlsto!7, 12.

16 Plucknett, H1!~yt Common Law, 308, citing Vaughan
(1670), Vaughan, )60, j82.

in Cole v. Horton

,

•

1II1tU Durnford and East, in 1785, instituted the Term. Rep£rtB of cases
decided in the Court of Kingts Bench. 17

It was not untU 186,3 that the legal profession assUlIled some control
over the reporting of cases, by the establishment of the Council at Law
Reporting which publishes the quasi-official series of the Law Reports.
A note ot caution m.ust be sounded so that the assumption ;1s not It.lade
that all lawyers favored the trend. This is not true.

In tact, there were

lome who denied it as late as the end of the seventeenth centur.y.
Blackstone states quite

clear~

the general principle that the judges

aust "abide by former precedents when the same points come up again in
litigation,W although he admits that a decision contrar,r to reason or divine
law cannot stand..

the reason, he says, is

as well to keep the scale of justice even and steady
and not liable to vaver with each new judge's opinion;
as also because the law in that case solemnly declared
and determined, what is now become a permanent rule,
which it is not in the breast ot &l:G'" subsequent judge
to alter or vary from, according to his own private
se.ntim.ents: be being sworn to determine, not according
to his own private judgment, but according to the known
laws and customs of the land. 18
Theretore, it may be stated that the modern rule, as expressed by Sir
J'red.erick Pollock in the following quotation, vas substantia.lly in effecta
The decisions of an ordinary superior court are
binding on all courts of interior rank within the

11 HOldsworth, Lessons trOll Legal Histor;r, 12.
18 Grq, Nature and. Sources ot Law, 22l, citing Blackstone.

~----------------------------~
•

same jUrisdiction, and, though not absolutely b1.nd1ng on oourts of coordinate authority nor on that
court itself', will be followed in the absence of
strong reasons to the contrary. 19

William Searle Holdsworth contributes some pertinent matter by indicating that not aU the words used. by the judge, still less all his reasons,
are law when the binding force ot judicial decisions is spoken of.

He

agrees with Sir Frederick Pollock that judicial authority belongs not the
exact varela used. in the judgment, nor even to all the rea.sons given, but
rather

o~

to the prinCiple recognized or applied as neoesaar.r grounds for

the decision.

Therefore, Holdsworth does not look tor the court to ever

impose dogmatic formulae on the common law. 20
The common law has thus evolved a wholly original. system ot developing

the law,
It is the product ot small changes and gradual adaptations made by a learned, selt-governing protession,
resporurible onlT to i tselt • Founded originally, and
dependent all throlJgh its h1sto17, on professional coaventions, it has become something V817 much more than
mere conventions-even as the eighteenth century conventions ot the governing classes, on which the system
ot cabinet government is founded, have become _iUl important part ot the law of the oonstitution. 21
John Chapman Gray is quite candid insofar as a denial o£

binding prior decisions are concerned.

absolute~

He views precedents in the English

law as having great weight, but not irresistible weight. B.r this he means
!

19 Pollock, Jurispt!dence, 319.
20 Holdsworth. Lessons from Legal History, 17.
21

-z{;id., 18.

~~------------------------------~
decisions can be overruled or not followed.

He stresses the tact that pre-

cedents in English law are to be generally followed, and that no rules have
been, or ever can be laid down to determine t.be matter precisely. This
indicates to him that tttbe 1&111 in England is (sic) the creation of the

judges, for they not

o~

make precedents, but cleterm1ne when the precedents

are to be d.eparted. from.. tt 22 He further states that no court in the United
States, as in England, is abaolutel¥ bound by its ow decisions.
A blind foUow1ng

ot precedent in cOJImlOn law, professes Sir Frederick

Pollock, vill reduce the estimation ot the common law to ttth. level of its
more technical and les8 fruitful portions appear inscrutable." 2) He' allege.

that while respect tor authorities is just and. neoessar.y, it this is not
accompanied by a due measure of intell1gent criticism, the system v1ll "tend
to degenerate into mechanical slavery."

24 A certain measure ot common

senae is e.sent1al.
Another who echoes the sentiment that precedents are not always absolutelJ binding is Sir John William Salmond.

He divided the decisions into

two groups I authoritative and. pereuuive. These vere said to difter in the
kind

ot influenoe uerc1.&ed

by each upon the future course

ot the adminis-

tration of justice. 'the authoritative precedent vas defined as one which

judges "WIt" follow whether they approve ot it or not, the persuasive

II; Iltr,ay,
:{r

~

Natu:te and Sources ot Law,

23 Sir Frederick Pollock, The

II. ~1d.., U3.

2l6.

OeniUl of the Oommon

Law, New York, 1912, 92.
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precedent, one which judges are under no obligation to follow, but which is

.

to be taken into consideration and given such weight as its intrinsic merit

seems to demand. Authoritative decisions are thought of as including the
superior courts ot justice in England, persuasive decisions include
(1) foreign judgments) (2) decisions of superior court. in othet" portions

of the British Empire) and (:n judicial dicta. 2S

Thus, even in England

where the BlOSt extreme adherence is given to the doctrine of pr!,cedent, there

can be found a large body of decisions with persuasive value only.
That this doctrine is even more nexible in American than in England is
demonstrated by Robert von Moschsisker. WhUe referring to the beliet that

"stare decisis" is founded on the premise that certaint7 in law ia preferable to reason and correct legal principles, Moschzisker avowedc
If the rule demanded absolutely rigid adherence to
precedents (as in the English House ot Lords).. then
there might be good ground tor the persistence
among the uninformed of the erroneous idea just
referred to, but the proper American conception comprehends ·stare decisis· as a flexible doctrine,
under which the degree of control to be allowed ..
prior judicial determination depends largely on the
nature of the question at issue, and perhaps somewhat on the attitude of the individual partiCipating
judges. 26
He also speaks of the situation in which precedent should be departed.

troan

3 sir John William

Salmond, Jurls2rudence, 7th ed., London, 1924, 191

26 Robert von Mosohsisker, "Stare Deoisis in Courts ot Last Resort-,
Harvard Law Review, XXXVII, 1944, 409.
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Therefore, except in the clas.e. of cases which
demand strict adherence to precedent, When a court
1s faced with an ancient decision, rendered und_
radical.l3 difterent conditions of society than those
of today, and. when it is sought to have this ancient
decision control present-dq conditions, even though
the attending tacts in the two controversies be
alike, st111 there 18 nothag in the doctrine ot
"stare deouu ll to prevent a de~ from the
earUer 4ecia1on and (In the absence of a legislative
enactment covering the utter) the restatement of the
governing rule there la1d. dOWll, or acted. on, to .et
the change in the ute Gt the people to serve Vbo••
best internts 1t was ong1na1lT provoked. 27

Pt'otesaor Sharkl has aphuiHd. that pJ'8Oe4ents are not selt....tteetuat1.ng, but that they control onl1" to the extent that they are accepted a.
binding by judgu in later cases, and that varying

£0l"C8

is attached to

cU.tterent ldnds of precedent. He indicates several respects in which the
ftl"iation in the wight of precedent 1s apparent.

Here he lists ditferences.

(1) a8 regards the place and court in which the precedent is cited (so that
a decision of the supreme court of state X bas more weight in state X than

111 state

th

(2) as :regards the character ot the Judicial statement (thue,

a unanimous opinion bas more wight than a 4ivided one h

tn

as regards the

nope of acceptance of the vie. (one supported. by general authority would be
IIOre

foroetulh (4) as regU'<ls age and confirmation in later cases, an4

($) as regards the ,ubjeot m&tlter involved in the previous d.c1sion. 28
An apt ~ of the American d.ootrille of "stare decisis"

'fI

ma.,

418.

28 Burte Shutel, Our
Ch Il ,1.

b7

&sal

SYltem and. Bow It 9P!!"ate., Ann Arbor, 191.7,

\
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CbaJI1b8rlain also helps to clarity the issue I
A deliberate or solemn decision of a court or judge,
made after argument on a. question of law fairly
arising in a CAse, and. necessary to its determina.tion, 1.s an authority of binding precedent~ 1n the
same court or in other courts ot equal or lover rank,
in subsequent cases where "the vert point' is again
in controverqJ but the degree of authorit7 belonging
to such a precedent depends, ot necessiv, on ita
agreement with the spirit of the times or the ju.dgJaent
ot subsequent tribunals upon ita correctness as a
statement ot the existing or actual law, and the CQIIIo!ot
pulsion or exigency of the doctrine a, in the last
~8i., moral and intellectual, rather than arbitr817
and 1nf'lex1ble. 29

From the foregoing matter, it is clear that "stare decisis" in common
law was not an immed1ate occurrence.

"Pring up and take root.
of lIIl11Y men in

~

'!'bat 1s to sq, 1t <lid not

s1mp~

Rather, it resulted through the diligent effort.

centuries. The pieces were put together and, at length,

\he modern doctrine of precedent in common law unfurled itself.

It is desirable to r ....empbasize here the tact that precedent, as
applied to

.COIlWon

law, was not, and is not an inflexible process that re-

quires strict adherence at all times.

Decisions are subdivided into author-

itative (absolutely binding) and. persuasive (great. wight, but not absolutely
b1ncU.ng), it we may reproduce the terms of Sir John Salm.orKl.

-tecory

The latter

claims the majority ot the cases, so that we may inter that the

OOIaIon law is

gen~

concerned. with precedent 1.nsotar as it means great

-1&bt and not absoluteq binding.

1P

ElkOuri,"Th$ Precedent1al Force ot Labor Arbitration Award8 tt , Labor Law
JO!!,nal, I, U8? J citing Chamberlain, the Doctrine ot Stare :oecLiI., D.

CHAnER IV
ARGllMENTS IN FAVOR OF THE USE OF PRECEDENT

IN LABOR ARBITRATION
A recent stud1

tv

Edgar Warren and Irving Bernstein bas proved of val.ue

in demonstrating the manner in whicb precedent 1s regarded.

The.e autbors

attempted to accumulate statistical information on labor arbitration through
the media ot a queationna1re 8ent to a national er08S section of experienced people. This questionnaire, vh11e drawn to pel'ld.t "7e." or ttno·
answers, also urged the participants to append. remarks or qualifications.
All consulted _r8 notified that tbeir replies were 1nd1vidual.lT confidential
and that they 1I1gbt lea.... unanswered questions which they did not teel

qualit1ed to answer.

The distribution of questionnaires is shown in the

following table. 1

TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTI01'mAlRES

PARftc:rpIif

8m

REfuMiID

JIlNAGEMENT
UBl;OllS
ARBITRATORS

112
6S3

SJ8

116
ll.b

T~

~

PiiCgfm~

33

238

1$
.)6

~~

2'

I "Diu t. Warren and Irving Bernstein, ttA Profile of tabor Arbitration, If
1!, XVI, 1951, 301 (1).

j:

More than one-fourth of those to whom forms were sent replied.

The·arbi..

trators and management appear to have expressed approximately equal interest
in the project, while unions trailed far behind.

The management group consisted of one-hllJldred thirty-three employers,
and torty-three employer counsels, consultants, and. bargaining associations.

These were situated in twenty-nine states and the District of Columbia.
Most important industrial are... were represented. Excluded wre such
dubious tields as agricult1ll"e, finance, and government.

One hundred. employ-

ers had one thousand or more employees whUe the remainder had tetr&r than
that number. 2
Union repreaentatives of twenty A. F. L. (AmeriCI4D :rederation of Labor),

twenty.tift C. I. O. (Oongres. of Industrial Organisations), and eight
independent unions took part. 1'hirteen union la1l7ers and consultants are

also included here. Replies were received trom twenty-tour states and the
District ot Columb1a. Excepted were the agricultural areas. :3 Arbitrators
replied trom th1:l"ty-tour state. and the District ot Columbia. At least

twenty-three are permanent umpires, a larger number hear cases on an "ad hoe"
basis. h
HaVing

asserted.

th...

basic facta, Warren and. Bernstein then present

the results to the question, asld.ng how much weight should be given to precedents in labor arbitration.
2

,
.·4

•.-ma.

Ibid., 307 (n).

•
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fABLlt II

WEIGHT TO BE GIVEN PRECEDDtS IN tABoR ARBITRATION

-

'fj.'i!IcIPANT

D!2~Sm ~Q!!

S5d~~

JANAGEMENf

1%
19
2

66%
,9
77

21

7

iQ

2~

VNIONS
ARBITRATORS

J'9TAL

HO

~G!J!

21%

22

The groups agree t.hat t.he griennC8 arbitrator should give some weight to

precedents, but

~

• small per cent seem to teel that they should varrant

decisive wight. A larger minority ot each would throw the out completeq
rather than take them as decisift. $
Joseph Brandaehain d.istinguishe. between the ettect precedent v.Ul haw
on the same partiN and the etlect :1t will have on other parties. He
bel1eves that an arbitrator's avard 18 b1nd.1ng on the partie. as to the
Saaecliate d.ispute under arbitration and as precedent in tutlU"e disputes that
lIlY' be arbitrated between them.

It is his tim oonviotion that suoh awards

are also 1l1lportant in 1nfiuenc1ng decisions ot arbitrators in issue. arising
lUb.equent~ between other employel'8 and uniOD$ as well. 6

This view is concurred in by Whitley McOoy.

In an opinion accompanying .

an award he remarked t.hat an arbitrat.ion award is binding in subsequent

arbitrat.ion proceedings between the aame parties it the earlier award

J Jbid.,

)07 (nIl).

6 J08tJph Brandscbain, UArbitration in Labor Relations and the Lawyer, It
PeI#1azlvania Bar As,ee~tion Qwy't!rll. lVII, October, 1.916, 99.
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the emergency board. that the inauguration or such a procedure would

be ot

inestimable value to the representatives of both'emplo.yer and emplo,yee
cJIIl"{(ed with the rapons1bU1ty of adm1n1stering the working agreement.

The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service urged that the parties

sift the arbitrator permission to publish the awards as frequently as they
.., find it possible. 10 The implication was that the publication ot awarda

would prevent the recurrence ot s1m1lar disputes.

Thus, an indirect form ot

precedent would be established.
In

1948, the American Arbitration Association and the National

ot Arbitrators arranged a code

unagement arbitration.

Ac~

ot ethics and procedural standards tor labor-

This code has been approved by the Federal Media-

tion and Conciliation Service and includes the following passap.

'the arbitrator is expected to exercise his own best
judgment. Be is not required except by specific
agreement to follow preoedent. He should not, h()Woio
ever, prevent the parties irOJlt presenting the
decisions of other arbitrators in support of their
positiona. When the parties bave se!ect.ed a continuing arbitrator, it is generally recognized that be
may establish ar follow precedents tor the same
parties. n
.

This is a far cry from the rules of arbitration as formulated by
rrances Kellor in 1931. It was then declared that the arbitrators were not
required to, nor could they, under the rules, take into consideration the

ID iArbitratlon Facilities of the Mediation Service,· ~, X, 1948, 972.
U

"Code of Ethics and Procedural Standards for Labor-Management Arbltra.
t1on,· LA, IV, 1950, 961) see also ttArbitrationSets Its Standards for
Conduct-rll Labor-Management Arbitration,· Arb. J:, N. S. VI, 1951, 6.

~-~- - - - - - - .
decisions of
yerBY.

~

other arbitrators with respect to the merits ot the OOntro-

KeUor disclosed that tbe lack ot reasoning vas responsible tor most

awards being useless as precedents. 12

Several authors, in one -7 or another, have observed that a "common

la"" ot

arbitration is taking root insotar as labor disputes are concerned.

aeorge M. T81'lor, in discussing the arbitration procedure in the hosiery
industry J states that a bod7 of common law has al.reaq developed. therein.

13

He thereby implies that precedent has a real place in the hosierr industr.r

and that it has been of aid in the past in fostering more amicable worldng

relations bet.....n the _plo.yer and. empl.o)ree. Uoyd Garrison has alao
IUggested that there is value in the wUding up ot a

common probl. . in a particular induat17.

~

ot decisions on

14

However, these are not the on.l¥ ones to recognise such a growth ot

·common law." An article in the Illinois taw Review of Januar,y, 1949, alao
regardl such a process as in the making which wUl enable busine.sun and

mon leaders as well as arbitrators to handle cases more 8t£icient11'. 'the
I8me

essay deems previous decisions as of lIlOre substance than the mere

personal predUectious ot arbitrators. Yet, it is also presumed. that "stare

elecisis" can ~ but a limited role in arbitration cases. 1$

It Frances lCellor, Code 01 Arbitration Practice and Procedure ot the Azaeriean Arbitration

BbUiial, clilcago, i9:3I, 12.

13 -Arbitration as a Substitute tor Strike.," LRRI. lA, 19.'38, 913.
14 "New Labor Law's Effect on Arbitration,· LRaH, XII, 1948, 4.
15 "D1Ischarge and Discipline Cues in Labor Arbitra.tion, If lU1no1s Law
Rev18!, XLIII, January, 1949, 8$0.

The thought continues with M. Herbert Sp.e who notes that a body· ot
COI'I'lon law has arisen in not oDl1' the hosi817 industr7 but also in the Mens t

and Ladies' Garment Industry, the printing trades, railroad arbitration, and
t.h8 masS transportation industl7.

But, he says, this is not slavish adher-

ence to' precedent. 16

Still another source eohoes th1s sent1m.ent.
Something resembllng a "common law" ot the principles
and policies followed by the industry' arbitrator (perunent.) develops. Un10n and. .-plOYel" elelaents in the
industry became aoqalnted with the arbitrator's
decisions and, on the basis of these decisions settle
sbdl.v problema d1rec~ without appealS ng to the
impartial cha1rman. 11
Horton Sing. . I:lU recentll' urged a .imilar course.
UntU a common law has been developed in labor arbi..
tration, where _:rds vlll trulT renect aU that hu
been subDdttecl to the hearing otficer, and the preced.ent value of the atAU"d may be used to support a f1nd..
ing in a given set of tacts, pre8.n~ criteria
w1l1, when used, be useful only on a case-to-case
basis. 18
John Lapp also renects this position.

He contends that in industries of

long arbitration experience, such as the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, the

International Lad1es' Garments Workers. the International Typographical
UDion, and the United. Mine Workers, a body of settled. law has been created,
and. therefore, the peme.nent arbitrators here concerned. IGa.7 be expected to

D'bj1iiIons and Avarda-H. Herbert Symets Views on the Role of Arbitration
and PIlbUc Value of Opinions," ~ XV, 1951, 961.

17 "Industry Arbitration in the New York City Area, It ~, lXI, 1948, 6.
18
;,
Morton Singer, "Labor Arbitration. The Need for VniversalWage ertter-

1&,"

Labor Law Jou:rnal, II, June, 1951,

434.

•
tollOW their own precedents. Yet, he 'Voices another opinion with respect
to tem.pOX'ar.Y arbitrators and. their use ot Bstare decisis."

Here he states

that prior decisions have a. . value, but it is the particular set of oir-

CUJlStancea sUlTound.ing that one ca.. that decides the issue. 19
There is no doctrine ot -stare decisis" in arbitration accord.1.ng to
Vpdegra.f'f and McC07 who take the term to mean poai tive adherence to prior
avards. Yet they regard prev10ua vell considered. dec1siOlUl, 11 presented,
. . having

a persuasive torce. Arbitn.tion deci.ions and aW8.'l"Cll, when more

coapletely collected, lIST

:turn1sh a fund. of Wormation and illustn.te a technique of approach to probleas which should Mke them
as useful. 1og1~ to arbitntors and. bargaining
parties involved in the processe. ot labor relat1.ons
decisions as .. e the law reports to judges and. lawyers
concerned about questions Which confront them. 20
Corrobor4tion in this appraisal is evident in the work of S1mkin and
Iennedy.

For them, there 18 no hard and fut rules

every case that arise..

a~

But

it is inevitable and desirable that deo1sions have
some precedent value. Just as a clear-out contract
clause settles one issue for the life of the agreement, an arbitration decision on an issue susceptible
to precedent mq also remove that ita from dispute
for the lite of the contract. 21

In continuing the)T stress the tact that stability of relationship is

U 'tapp,

Labor ArbltratlOD,

80

17h.

20 Updegraff and McCoyI Arbitration, I •

.11 $1mkin and Kennedy', U. S. Department of Labor, Arbitration of Gri"""
anoea. Bulletin 10. 82, 33.

L. _ _ _ _

k

precedent to

-----I

)8
~t

that the acceptance of some precedent value

or decisions is almost

...ent1al. There are "enough new disputes arising during the life of an
agreement without rehashing old. ones that have been settled in principle by

• third part,.." ft This does not sign1.ty however, that the parties
_e.suily bind. themeelves to indef:1n1te e.Gc&ptance of the principles con-

\dJled in an arbitrator I s decialO11.
A typical representative ot those who would give prior awards some

wight, though not b1nd.1ng wight, is Jules Justin. He bas deduced that the
precedent value of an arbitrator'. decisions lie. in the persuasive torce

tlhicbiahe7 exert

and which compels cons:l.d.eration.

23 Prior a1Mrd.s which

tmmciate just and. reasonable principles ot conduct and contract interpre-

tation command respect from an arbitr&tor as they do irOlll the parties them.elves" He claims that the considered judgment ot one arbitrator cannot be
lightly diSJldsaed or ignored. When fortified by others, Justin asserts that
nch jud.gments warrant acceptance.

Though not controlling or authoritative, these judgments and principles exercise signitica.nt weight with
another arbitrator. It is in this sense that prior
decisions have value as precedents. Regarded in this
light, reported cases can be made to serve both
management and unions in the preparation and proof of
the arbitration case. 24

fbta.
tl

11

Iote the siJI.ila.r1ty of this and the thought or Sir John W1lliu Salmond

on the place of prece4ent 1n

COlBll1Ol'1

law•

.. Jule8 Justin, ttArbitrat1on.-P.recedent Value of Reported. Awards. ft

XXI, 1946, 16.

¥<I!.
--1

'c '~. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,...--
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Thus, he foresees a more hamonious industrial setup through the acceptance
of previous decisions as being of some value.
Earlier decisions, reports Maxwell Copelof, point the way to what
arbitrators have consid.ered esp8c1a.l.l3 pertinent. They ind.1cate how a cue
is l1kel.;r to be settled it all relevant facts are substantialq the same.
In actual pl"aotice, he goes on, no two oases are identical. This situation
then discloses that no previoua arbitration award is b1nd.1.ng upon aJJiY
arbitrator.
weight

b~t

25 Once again we

CWl

see the view espoueec:1 in favor ot some

not all-poverfulwight for precedent.

Elmer Hilpert asserts that only a bold arbitrator will

can derive no assistance from a reading

or

USUIH

that he

the opinions ot hie tel101f8.

Mr. Hilpert stresses the tact that there is value in reading and compar1.Dg
the decisions of numeroua arbitrators in cases involv1Dg the same or closely

related issues. He regards suoh research

or

the arbitration

CaBe8

as not

all unlike. the greater part of the legal research presented in the ordinary

law courts. In oontinuing, he argues that

Neither does the fact that arbitration decisions need
to be scrupulously dist1nguisiled, because they are
novel or because they arise under d1tterent contracts.
between d1!"ferent unions and di,tferent companies, in
widely separated areas, and in higblT divergent indus.
tries, argue against the plue or their oomparative
st~. In mucb the satne vay, and in 'V8.l"1'ini <1egr...
in varioWJ areas of the law, judicial decisions are
weighed, compared, distinguished, and c&utious:Qr applied

J.:

~---------.
. 40
to the verr case at hand. 26
Be further suggests that the cbief argument in tavor ot the comparative
study of labor arbitration awards is the prgatlc one. The publication ot
eeJ.ected arbitration awards is a going commerc1al concern which, of i t8e1£,
is a very strong indication that their worth 18 recognized in practice.

Published opinions ot arbitrators are more and nlOre
a1ted in support of one contention, or another, by

repr_entativel of labor and repre••nt&tives ot
management. Labor arbitrators resort incrct&singq
tor gui4anoe to the publlihed op1n1ons ot their
brethren in distant parts. 27

bot,h

But, in l1.lmt!l&rizing, Mr. Hilpert holds that these previous decisions

ue,

after all, only at persuasive value and are, 'b1 no _ans, tinal and.

binding.
The Universitl ot Canada Bar Review, in its November, 19L1, issue, adjudges that, unless arbitrators can receive some aid from. prior awards in

Ijm51ar cases, the prospects ot achieving some measure ot certainty and
unifomit,. in labor.management relationships are quite poor. 28 J. Woble

Braden, in Une with this, ..gards the add!tion of established procedure as
an assurance ot an impartial and expert admin1stratlon ot arbitration. 29
thus, he implied that such a course vill bring about a t1na.l settlement ot

.. itliIlIii.'" E.Hilpert, "Precedents
Fall, 1949, 11.

in Labor Arbitration, It Wash.

P!B, tnt,

17 .fb,14., 73.

as

"Labor Relati~Arbitration-..Functions ot Management-Conditions tor
Arbitration,· tI. of Canada Bar Review, XXV, Nov., 1948, 1017 •

Su~ce8S.t'ul

., J. Noble Braden, "Sound RuleD and Administration in Arbitration,· U. ot
~ennSZ1vania La. Review, LXXIIII, DeceDlber, 1934, 193.

cIi.putes more Ml1l¥.
The Ha.rYard Law Review of November, 1948, feels it is necessary to

dU'rerent1ate between intra-plant "stare declsis" and inter-plant "stare
ct.ecisis.. The tor.mer, since a permanent umpire is generallT prov1ded tor,

..ems to be tavorable to an adherence to precedent in order to avoid continued reelCUdnation of disputed. issues.

toree of the arbitrator's decision w1ll be

.tandtms tor decisions apparentl¥

It is believed that the moral
considerab~

va:t1ed Ira 4ay

weakened it his

to dAq. The article

goes on to recognise that even here the W7 should. be lett open tor a:DT

1aportant m~ facts in future cans • .30 It a temporary al"bitrator
11 employed, then it 18 reasoned that he ought to be uncier 1... compulsiOA

to follow the decisions ot other arbitraters than he would be to maintain
conaisteney in his ewn application of a contract. The article 1'urtllel"
contends that it ·ought ordinal"ilT to be insufficient to out_1gb the
arguments of adm1D1swative eCODOl'll7 in favor of resort to precedent.

n

Returning to inter-plant ·stare deciSis,· the article acknowledges
that

wid~

difterent industrial conditions .,. ex1at. in the various plantae

"""'theless, a wll developed inter-plant

COlll'lOn

law of grievance arbitra-

tion would have the effect ot achieving predictabili t1, and. thereby
a1u1Jdling the parties t tears of erratic decisions by the arbitrator. The

"

'&:se Law or 'Free »eci8ion 9 in Grievance Arbitration, It Ifarval"d Law
!levi.", WI, November, 1946, 121.

l\ Ib~.
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article also calls attention to the traditional concept that justice

mar

best be secured by the application of uniform rules which in turn calla for
a b~ of generallJ applicable

law. )2 The conclusion sounds a note of

caution.
In most

ot the cases considered, the weight accorded

to precedents drawn from other arbitration systems

does not appear to have placed undesirable limits on
the arbitrator's discretion. Nevertheless, it would
seem that., 1£ grievance arbitration is to remain
responsive to the needs of the collective bargaining
process, continuing emphasis must be given to the
maintenance of fiex1bllity rather than to the development of a comprehensive CQl'lDon law...More important,
howver, before appl¥1r1g a rule derived from an outside award, the arbitrator shoulc1 be certain that it
will prov1d.. an equitable solution i.n the particular
case before him. While he may find the discussions
of s:ind l.u problems in other awards helpful in his
decisioul. process, his wr1tten op1D1oa should not
rel¥ heav:Ll¥ on cited. awards or on unexplained rules,
but should demonstrate that the decision was made
because it was demanded by the equities of the case. 3.3
Robert Satter is another who concurs nth this train of thought. As

he sees it, the arbitrator, Uke a judge, seeks preced.ents to guide him to
a sound decision and "to just1.t;r before crit1eal. eyes the decision

reached...)h Bere aga.1n, we· find. the belief that preced.ent vUl guide and

support rather than be the cnteria itself tor determining the case being
contested.

:B ": l'§g :; 123.
33

!l!!.,

125.

3h R9bert Satter, "Principles of .Arbitration

in Wage Rate Disputes, "
lijdustrial and Labor Relations Review, I, AprU, 1948, 369.

r -------------------------------------------------------,
A definite contribution to the field of labor relat10ns 1s the 1look
that Harr.r Shulman anti leU Chamberlain have cCDpllH. This work 18 composed

ot

a series

ot arbitration cases

opinions ot the arbitrators.

and the resulting awar4s and

One opinion in particular 1a noteworthy.

In

it, Herbert Blumer, the arbitrator, furnishes some reasons as to the value
of precedent in labor arbitration.

In the judgment of this arbitrator, aside from certain conditions, which v1ll be shortl,y specified, it
is only tair and reasonable to expect and arbitrat.orts
decis10n to apply to subsequent cases ot the same
nature. Otherwise, a distinct injustice would be
done. There vould be an unwarranted financial expenditure in having "- carry each case to arbitrationan ~it·ure that would bear heavily on the pa.rV
leut able to stand it. Further, the refusal to appl1'
the arbitrator's decision to s1mUar cases leaves unsolved and. unsettled. the general probleta covered b1
the <tec1.ion. The parties have a legit1lBate right to
expect the decision to clarity and stabilise their
relations. Consequentq, to force a union to C&r17
repeatedly to arbitration a type ot cue al.rea.q
Uec1d.ed is unlair and unjustifiable. a compa.lV' that
would engage in such a practice would be guUty of bad
.faith, unreasonable action, an4 imprOper labor relations. 3S

Arbitrator B1UIf1er then sets forth the c1rcUl'Utances UDder which it is
proper and legitimate to question whether the decision ot an arbitrator on
a O&8e should be carried over to other cases of the
he realise. that an arbitrator may err

ba~

Sam.G

nature. First,

in his judgment and. make a

dec.ts1on which is unlrestly untairJ also, the previous arbitration decision

lS iiii:rry Shulman

and NeU W. Chamberlain, Cases on Labor Relations. Brook~J 1949, 976, citing Herbert Blumer, artItrator, fiiLUia §teJ Co. and.

tJfted Steelworkers of America, Local 1010 (191dJ).

-

nut.y

have been made v1thout the benefit of sou important and relevant tacta

or considerationsJ end

last~,

some new conditions mq have arisen which

clearly question the reasonableness of the prior avard..)6 Such cirCl1Dlstances show that precedent cannot be had. in an absolutely-binding form.
Still another article by Jules Justin reveals that a perusal ot the
findings

ot previous arbitrators

in other cases will help in sifting the

material and relevant tacts from the unessential ones. He declares that
this practice will assist the parties concerned as well as the arbit%'ator.

An adamant position maintained by one party during
the hearing s()lIlE)t1mea g1vea wq to a more concil1ator,y OM .. when confronted with the reasoning and
conclusion ot an arbitrator in another case. To

the arbitrator, awards and opinions by his colleagues in the field on the . . . or related issues; FOvide a broader p8rspeetive of the problem at band.
A just determirlation b,y one arbitrator commands the
respect and lCoeptanC., by another as well as by the
parties. 37
John W. Tqlor has written that there 1s good cause to consider prior
awards.

Negotiators of new contraets vill, in his opinion, find. in the

content ot awards JW'JY uaetul hints on avoiding the pittalla in the language
.! agreements.

Thus, forewarned. as to previous interpretations ot speCific

phrases by other arbitrators, t.he negotiators are also forearmed.

He then

proceeds to say that
Although 1t is frequently stated that precedents
have no place in arbitration, lev arbitrators would.

-

JS ' 1'SlCI., '77.
17 J1J1es Justin, "Arbitrat.ion.

Proving lour Cue," ~, X,

1'48, 968.

"'"

object to obtaining hints in deciding a doubtful
issue from othe awards wb10h appeared to be
thoughtf'ul.ll' and. ta1rq reasoned •••lI'1nal.l¥, the
knowledge on the part at an arbitrator that his
award wUl probabq be ~ read and. studied
operates as an inducement to uke the award understandable to those who are not parties but tor
whom it ma;y be usefUl.. MaI\Y w1ll testifY that
such diSCipline helps the arbitrator to clar1t.r
the issues in his own mind. )8
The same article quotes Theodore lCheal as sta.tingthat it 18 unlikel¥
that arbitration awards vUl be considered. judicial preoedent in the same
manner as a. oourt. decision.

He anticipates that labor and management will

turn to the awards merel7 to tind out how an experienced man has solved a

,im11ar problem. Thus, they w.1ll use the experienoe, not the result. 39
A tbree man discussion presented to the National Academ;r of Arbitrators
on JanutU')'" 20, 19,0, found Jesse Fre1d.1n, lIhUe upholding the employerts

point ot view, remarldng as follows.

If employers, and unions too, were not free to
8el~ct or reject arbitrators, on the basis of
principle. or 'VieWlil embodied 1n earlier awards,
they VCNld be loathe to subject thanl.,es to the
ever larger risks which arbitration would. then
in.,oln, and the system. ot arbitration wuld. itself sutter. 40
Thus, Hr. Freldin presumes, as Mr. 1.hee1 did, that an earnest study of prior
awards will allow labor and m.a.na.gaent to become more acquainted with the

,e

t1~ting ot tabor ArbitratiOllJ Pro and Con," Arb • .1 .. N. S. I, 'Winter,
1960,'422.

-.

39 Ild.d., 424.

110 . "Sta,Us

and Expendab1l.1ty of Arbitrators, n

.&!.'

mI, 19,0, 1022.
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caSGS are, for him, ot persuasive value only) a sull nU1llber are
force.

Thus, he inters that arbitrators, with respect to thegrut majority

of arbitration oasea,
tit.

o~bind1ng

ItIq

or 1IUJ7 not foUow previous decisions as they see

SUch an interpretation, he opines, w1U prove a contribution to

1ndustr1al. peace. 1".3
What then 112&7 be said

ot the oa•• tor the use ot preced.ent in industrial

arbitration as presented by its proponents?
By and large, it i8 a cOIIlp&l'atlvel¥

.at.

the majority ot writers herein consulted are

observation to profess that

ot the opinion that prior

decisions be accorded persuasive torce. That is to sq, the eonsensus

seems to tavor previous decisions being given some degree of weight. As

tor

p~ed.nt

baving a binding erfect, none advocate this step.

A few do

atfirm that oircumstanoe. m.II\T arise in whioh binding precedent 1s accept-

able, but even here, there are Um1tations on ita use. A use ot binding
precedent in all arbitration cue. is not considered. b7 &n3" author.

Ii' !pmourl,

tithe Precedential Force of Labor Arbitration Awards,· Labor
Journal, I .. USB.

r;=----~---.
•
OHlPl'ER V

ARGUHENTS A.IIIT TO USE OF PRlCEDD't

n

LABOR ARBITBATIOH

The opponents ot the use of precedent in labor arbitration

a.x:s..re

not

always ascomproosing as its advocates. Fear is quite often sene,p.sed in their
writings. It is a tear that the arbitration process itself will m sutfer if

precedent is encouraged.

Consequently, harsh denunciations bave l:i been

phrased by some ot 1ts more belligerent toes.
Industrial arbitrating .. according to P. G. Phillips in 193.3,
undefined process d1tfer:1ng from case to can.

He viewed it

&$

a

was an
II-

rarity to

lind in a labor agreement any reterence to previOUSly worked-out ~ rules ot

arbitra.tion. 1
Parker, Landon.. and KeUor, 1n 1937, did not deviate trom tht_1s oonoept

ol arbitration.

to the office (of temporary arbitrator) tor precedent.s bave no Wluence
and arbitrators serve in that one case o~. Each
case 18 an ent!t7 in i taelt, depen.d.1ng upon neither
analogy nor the reasoning in previous eases. 2

Nothing permanently attaches

1 Phlllp G. Phillip., "The Function ot Arbitration in the Settl~t of
Industrial Disputes, tt ColUllbia Law Revie., XXXIII, December, 1~;"93.3, 1377.
2 Franklin E. Parker, Jr., S. Whitney Landon, and France. Kellor,,':"', ftThe
Arbitrator,- Arb. J., April, 1937, 160.

r;-----------,
A. C. Lappin also present.s an earlT op1n1on on the subject. A1'bitration does not concern itself wit.h MT techn1eal1ties but rather seeks
justioe. It i8, in his mind, not interested in ancient precedents and
d.ecisions, but onl¥ with the merit, of the 1Iuned1ate matter.

He quotes from

Clarrence Darrow that the law 18 gen&rally behind because lawyers look to
the past for their precedents and are govvad by the dead • .3 Lappin would
not have this happen to arbitration.
The survey conducted. by Warren and Bernstein revealed ma.DT interesting
comments as to the place of "stare decisis." 01le arbitrator is said. to

have remarked that he shuddered at the thought that there should. be a system
of case law which arbitrators would be called upon to .follow. 4 Another

arbitrator replied that it was a (langerous check on arbitration as a normal.
safety valve in labor relations to jam preoedents down the throats of people.
He alao lelt it would be difficult to convince workers that a certain pncedent applied. to thea.

S

Another arbitrator contended. that the parties to

the dispute d.o not expect the arbitrator to be a conglomeration of arbitrators, they take him anct bis particular idea. of arbitration. 6
For farl Ettinger, each case in arbitration is decided on its own

3 tipplii, ftThe Case of Arbitration v. Litigation, It Commercial Law Journal,
XXIII, 199.

4

w.n.n and :Bernstein,

;.~nII).

-

S Ibid..

6 ~.

itA Protile or Labor Arbitration,1t J.!,

m,
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merits, and dec1sionsshovJ.d. not be unduly' complicated by precedents,• technicalities, and rituals. 7 Agreement in this 1s shown by DaYid Cole, who
regards precedents as

A

hindrance to the fUnctioning ot arbitration's 1'10-

ibUity. He bell....s a single error is vastly better than the perpetuation

of error that would accompany the introduction ot precepts. 8
It is difficult for Morton Singer to Bee how prior awrds may be used
to alfect a part,icu1ar case aside from demonstrating how a term 1s defined

or used.
mere~

He has stated that argwaents baaed "on awards theretofore issued

delq a hearing, and place an undue burden upon the hearing

officer." 9 Precedent, for hill, 1s limited and definitel¥ not binding.
J. withering asault on the use

ot precedent in arbitration has been

rendered by Leo Cherne.

But precedent is anathema to arbitration. The judge
decid•• with an qe to past deeu10DB and the etteot
on future litigants. the arbitrator looks sclell" at
the rights and wrongs of the parti•• before him. The
eftects of publ1sh1ng domestio arbitration awards are
inevitable and 1nev1tabq undesirable. The tact of
the publication itself' creates the eftect and atmosphere of precedent. The arbitrators in each subsequent
dUpute are submitted to the continuous and trequentq
unconscious pressure to contora. A bad award-and
there are such in both the courtroom and arbitration
tribunal-will bave the ettect ot st1mula.ting other bad

1 Wi !.

Ett1nler, IfThe PubUc Relations Value ot Arbitration," Arb.
I. S. U, Winter, 1947, 3OS.

8 'fDaiviA. L. Colet....ItJ"1.xed Criteria in Wage llate Arbitration?lf,

In,

<I

Fall, 19L1O, 174.

Arb.

J.,

J.,

~ton Singer, "Labor Arbitration, Shoul.cl It :Se Formal or Informal?",

;!bor Law

J~,

II, February, 1951, 90.

B.S.

ones, .. good one, by the wight ot precedent may be
appl1ed. wheN the subtleties or taot ahould urge a

difterent aw...a. 10

'thus, he would agree with Jess8 Freid1n's obeervation that awar<ia are determined on the basis of fairness, COJllDlOn sense, and the particular merits

ot

the controverl1 rather than the eempul.sion of an 1mperscmal. preC«ient or
principal prev1ou.s~ established. in some other case. 11
Several. authors,

to strengthen their disapproval of precedent in arbi-

tration, have resorted to

Ii.

comparison betwen the courts and arbitration.

Included here 18 P. R. Casselman who has written that courtroom justice rest.
gr. .~

upon an accumulation ot precedent whereas an arbitratorts decisions

are based upon the specitic facts ot each case, disregarding put decisions.

traditions and. contormity thus introduce an elelent of r1g1d1v in the courtroom wb1.ch he reasons may intertere with striot justice, Arbitration, being
a more tleldble and dyMmio tedmique, must enjo;y f~dom !roll outmoded

tecbnical1ti.. anc1 precedents. Then the arbitrators w:Ul be enabled, so tar
&s their wisdom pen1ts, to. reDder justice to both parties, 1t
Aaron Levenstein co.ntinues the discussion on the difference. between the

eourta and arbitration.
Fo.r the arb1 trator knows very well that bis decision
1s based on a hundred subtleties of economics, social

10 fio elierne, "Should Arbitration Awards Be Published?", ~b • .1., N. S. I,
, Spring, 19uo, 75.
i

U

Stein, ed ...

121l~ B.

Proe"!Usia..

233.

eu...ltu.n, "Voluntary Arbitration

i. S. I, Winter, 1946, 426.

in a Democratic Society," Arb. J!

S3
Such is not the case with arbitration. Justin reganbJ this to·be a
private, quasi-ju<u'cial process in which the arbitrator, althoUih a judge,
is 11rdted, since his Choice, juriad1ction, and. authority are controlled.
by the parties.

II1a dec1aions al:a. are not subject to general court review,

so that, it he :La within his jurisdiction, the finality ot h18 award vill
not be cballenge4. 16 Oonaequentlv, Jutin aBUrts that the doctrine of
"stare dnisis" pl.qs no part. 1ft the arbitration process. Arbitrators t de-

cls10na baTe no correspcm.d1ng authority or torce in the cour1;s, they are
not 001'1011181ve or bi.nd.i.ng on an arbitrator in subsequent cases. But they
do have some persuasive value that cannot be neglected. 11

Hr. Herbert Syme points out that the arbitrator has not. been selected

because of his knowledge or ignorance ot precedent. The parties have,
rather, 4es1gnated him because of their ttconfidence in him as a knowledgeable person, because they believe that he

mows

the facts of life, and that

he vUl understand. their problem and try to find a solution tor it." 18

It

atter having aam1ned the particular situation and hav:Lng lulUarUed him-

selt with all its intrioacies, the arbitrator then

bT another arbitrator in an identical or
harm in 1t.

II

~es

an opinion by

similar situation, 81M sees no

But,

-

m mae
17", .s.. Chapter IV for additional information on this po1nt.
18 "Op1rd.ons and A:wards-M. Herbert Syme'$ View on Role of Arbitration and
Public Value of Opill1ona, tt ~, XV, 959.

1.:
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Arbitrators Who wisttully hope to subatitute precedent for ingenuity, resourcetulJ:1e8s, and kn01fil!oo
ledge are cOUl"ting destruction. Advocates who seek
to replace common sense and justice with speoious
preCedent are impairing the arbitration process.
Arbitration is oonstantl¥ presenting new problems.
The decision that vas handed down yesterdq and was
perfeot17 fair may be found to be unworkable to-

•

DlGl'I'ow.U

This also 1s the position of Frances Itellor who has observed that the arbitrator need not be influenced by precedents established by the decisions
of other arbitrators. Independent jl.lligment should be exercised in ·arr1v1ng

at a deciaion. 20
The real issue in question, as It. S. Carlston would have it, is whether
an avard made between "dU"ferent" parties, involving a -difterent" institution, and necessari4r with a "different" history of labor-management
relations and industrial environment can have any persuasive intluence as a

"right· solution of a contllct.

Be is convinced that the necessity of

tollowing precedent in our system of law grew out of the fact that our
courts were engaged in developing and maintai ning a set. of consistent rule.
of action within the political iDatitution--the organised poUtical st-..

He feels that the same requirements of unitormit1, consiatenq. and certainty. UT impel an arbitl*$tor to maintain consistency with hi. previous
decilions in
~1»d.n
~.

;

the

~

involving the "lame" parties, since then it is operating

M".... institution,

and engaged in developing aound rules or

19 %SId., 960.
lOf:rancu Kellor, ·Standards of ITacUce for Arbitration," Arb.

Iv, 19h9, SO.

J.,

N. S.

action within that institut.ion.

n

But the requirements of consistency 10888 its torce, Carlston reuone,

wen the prior &1IIU'd is viewed from a d1t'ferent institutional background.
No arbitration award can report all

ot the 1Japonderablel, all of the e'Vi-

d.ence conlidered by the arbitrator in reaching h1a d.ecuion. Yet 1£ awarda
are to be taken into account, what has been excluded is of as much import
as what bas been included. Therefore, Carlston

&sSUlM8

the aigni.ficance of

a decision to li. "in the entirety of the context out of vh1ch the dispute
ari.88 and all t.he circumstances, explicit al well as :1mpllcit, considered.
by

the arbitrator." 22
It will be remembered that 'Will :Sam H. McPherson felt that giving some

weight to precedent vas perfect13 permissible. 23 But he also notes that
there are man;y dangers that w1ll

acc~

preeedent i t it 18 inaugurated.

To begin with, he arguu that precedent would d.o lIlUeh to formali.e the arbitration process. arbitration wol.lld. become legalistic. The parties would no

longer be able to argue solely on the _rita of the spec1.f'1c situation bUt
would be compelled to hire aperts to search through past aWU'Cls.

Thi.

would constitute an ad.d1tional cost for the parties. Arbitrators alae

lId:ght be selected. for their extenei,.. knowledge of the est.abUahed. rules of
labor agreaaent interpretations rather than their abrut7 to understand and
~;( ••

!. Carleton, "Arbitration:

An Institutional Procedure," Arb.

'IV, 1949, 2$l.

It ~., 25).

23 .See Chapter IV for an enlargement of this point.

J.,

N. 8.

)6
settle

conatructive~

d1ttlcult labor relations prohl....

• in
Conf1deiJ.oe

their abU1ty would probabl¥ sag. Grievanoe arbitration would then become

a means tor obtain1ng a rul.1ng on right and wrong between tvo antagonists,
and. not a method tor JUdnta1n1ng goed relations bet__

must continue to work and. live together as it should be.

two parties who

24

Another serious consequence of the acoeptance of precedent listed tv' .
HcPhers4m is that Ubitration would thea be deprived ot most ot its pecul.1ar
ad'V'811tages. Combatants might just as _11 go straight to the courts, 1dtb.

out vut:1ng time and money in a prelim1nary arbitration hearing. Contract
negotiations woul.d then have to be most oareM, since certain phrases would

to be associated td.th definite meanings. Impbasu would shitt trom.

COM

intent and understanding to phraseology. These less tam:Uiar with past
awards would. be a pawn in the bands

would. be tmgendered.

of their aclvwavies J mutual suspicion

2S

McPherson goes atill further.

Be recel.ls that

on4t a fraction of the

total ava:n\a 18 .t present p:ubl1shed, a.ncl theae awards are not written in a
manner desirable tor application to other caaee. McPherson r_lnd8 the
reader that whereu court opin10A8 an ocmstruoted tor the enlJ.ghtenment ot
tke lawyers, ubitration op1n1ona are tor the benefit of the pertie. concern-

ad. And
~qn~
f

f~,

An

he reveals that there i • .no

l"OOII

tor appeal in ubitra-

arbitrator'. decision is final and. binding em all parties concern-

'

Ifi liPherSODt tfShould. Labor Arbitrators
I. 8., 16 •

25 j~1d..

-

Plq Follow-the-Lee.der?tt, Arb.

J.,

$7

•

e4. Therefore, it 1& difficult to differentiate between a sOUlld and
sound award.

A good.

an

l.J.ll"'"
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~1sation

of the arguments agaiIutt precedent's use in labor

arbitration i. given by Frank Elkour1. His work supplem.ent8 that of WJll,i&1l
McPherson so that the opposition-s case is adequately treated.

Blkouri

.t'1nds that the opponents of the use of prior decisions tend. to voice the
same Ol"iticians sometimes d1rected towards: the doctrine of precedent in law,
~,

that the binding force of prior dacis1.ou ti88 the present to the

past in INch a degree as to
stultity progress and the observance of precedent
becomes an end in itself with the result that
justice is som.tues forced to give way to the
.,..trical majesty of prior decisions. The••
antagonists assert t11at the arbitrator searches
tor a rule of reason which will render justice
and. at the same time pentdt the parties to c0ntinue ftliving togetherftJ they sq that the cl6siJtable rule is determined in part bT the character of the disputants-by their economic position,
their strength or weakness, their 1m:portance to
the community, the history of their past relationships, and their objectives in taldng their present
stand. These factors request each other case to
be dee1ded on i t8 own and e2plai n wbJ" two arbitrators deal i ng vith d1.tterent parties, but similar
7
tacts, w:Ul. arrive at seemingq opposing deci.lou. 2
Elkourl disclose. another argument trequentl1 emplOTed by the toes of pre-

cedtnt. This stand is based on the bellet that arbitration proceedings are
pri.,..te business u.t.ters, involving the presentation of eont14ential data,
v

"

f6 tsL!.

-

27 J~ourl, ·The Precedent1al Force of
Journal, I, 1184.

Labor Arbitration Awards," Labor Law

vh1ch should be kept secret from. compet.itors.

ae

concludes with the usual

argument that the high deuee of informality which 1s one ot the great. ad-

vantages of arbitration would be lost should the arbitrational tribuDal be
bound

b7 prececlent

and legalam.

28

The.. contentions, it will be observed, have in them

SOM

nl141'ty.

Though some exaggerate and some rest on wak premis•• , these arguments
against the use of precedent in labor arbitration cannot be scofted at.
They are representative of experienced arbitrators, educators, la1l7ers, an4

labor-management officials. Each must be care.t'ull7

an.alTled 80

that a dis-

tortion of their reasoning will be avoided.
As in the previous chapter.. it is rea.lize4 here that prior .t.'If&rds do

have some value. It i8 the degree of force to be applied to previous
decisions that has created the controversy. Generall,7, the opponents ot
precedent are concerned over the tact. that the informal and nexible nature

ot arbitration v.Ul sutter. It 1s mainl¥ tor this that
cedent out of arbitration.

•

-%bId., 1185.

they would.

keep

p"-

CHAP'J.'ER VI
ARBITRATIOn OF DISPlfl'ES OF RIGHTS
AND D!SPUTES OF INTERESts

The disputes brought before the arbitrator have, up to this point,

been treated in a general manner.

It now becomes necessary to note that

some disputes are more amenable to arbitration than others. Therefore, in

order to evaluate the proper sphere of precedent in arbitration, it becomes
essential to determine when the arbitration process itselt Should be invoked, it at all, in the various types ot disputes.
One author who recognises that disputes fall into two categories is

John Steelman. The first, he remarks, arises out of the int,erpretation of

an ex1.ting contract, and the second _brace. di:t'ferenoe. about the terms

of future cont,racts. He discloses that While the former seldom makes it
difficult for an impartial arbitrator to find an award fair and. equitable

to both sides, the lattar is generally frowned upon as fit for arbitration. 1
This belief is concurred in by John Spielmans.

However, Mr. Spielmans

supplements th1a by stating that arbitration in disputes of interests 18

JiUi fl.

I
i

1066.

Steelman, "Value and Limitations of Arbitration, tf ~J II, 1938,
See also Howrd S. Kaltenborn, "The Adjustment of La or Disputes, If

x.aw Review, mI, 191~, 230, T.W. Kheel, "The Voluntary Umpire
!ya'Eem,; lnnals of the American AC~.. CClLVIII, November, 1946, 910
Robert Abelow, iiArbltJ::ation 01 tibor spute8, ff Bro2kl:l! Law Review, XIV.
December. 1947, 32.
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not a quasi-judicial, but a quasi-legislative tunction. 2 For the 1lrbitra-

tor, in the absence of a law covering the issue, is actualq called upon to
decide what the law shall be.

But, he continues, the arbitrator may be

still "guided by largely objective standards and not, as is often cle.imed,
b,y

his mere sUbjective notions of fairness.-.3 Thus, Spielmans feels that

Where there is agreement on the general principles of settlement by the
parties and the arbitrawl" in these disputes of interests I then the dispute
m&y'

be arbitrated.

~

Lack of such agreement would cause the arbitrator to do

more than give expression to his subjective preference in the matter.

In such cases, Spielmans regard.s an "ad hoo" arbitrator as preferable to a

permanent arbitrator) if used constantly, he reasons that a permanent arbi....

trator may become too much of a .czarft to inspire continued confidence, and.
also -7 be dangerously exposed to profitable monetary propositions. 4
~e

Morse acknowledges that it is doubtful that arbitration is the

best process Which could be used in settling

IlL

dispute of interests, It is

clear to him, however, that it should be resorted to if other peaceful and

orderly methods taU.

f

5 Florence Peterson

has echoed this sentiment.

For

John V. Spiel.mans, -Labor Disputes on nights and on Interests," American
, !Conomic Rev1e~, nIX, June, 1939, 30!. See also "Statutea-ArbitraiIon
-aotltracts to Arbitrate Fu.ture Industrial Disputes," ~, Inn •

-

.3 lbid.

4';:0.14., .304.
SWayne L. Horse, "The Scope of Labor Arbitration," ~' VIII, 19L1, 126h.
See also William H. Davis, "Final Determination ot
putes" tf UUtM, II,
~~9.
-
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in cases

• have
ot a stalemate in the negotiatIons which shows both parties

almost equal bargaining strength a.nd withholding power, she believes arbitration may be sought to avoid

til.

stoppage ot work. Arbitration may also

bring to a speedier conclusion a settlement which would propably result i t
the dispute were prolonged. 6
This line of reasoning is reflected by S:tdney.leah. He perceives that
though disputes of interests may be of a lesser quantitative importance,
they are of a greater qualitative importance than disputes of rights.
It is quite clear that, wherever possible, the .formation of new contra.cts should result from tree collective bargaining by the parties. Yet arbitration can
otfer valuable assistance 'Where the parties are unable
to agree. It can prevent a ceseation ot product!.
and of wages whUe the issues are being objective~
considered and decided. The problems involved in this
type of arbitration are Winiteq more complex than
those involved in the decision ot a grievance question,
demanding social and economic determination of the
highest order. 7

No experienced arbi tra.tor j according to Copelof, is eager to step in
and take over the

wr1tin~

of a new contract. As he sees it, arbitration of

new contract clauses should. be used as a last resort, and only that.

But

there are situations when both sides have good and sufficient reasons tor
.t~g

pat on an issue which is of tremendous import to them. An obvious

solutlon would be economic torce.

6

':ftii'ence Peterson,

But such enterprises as power companies,

"Adjustment ot Labor Disputes," MontN-l Labor Review,

XLtl, November, 1939, 102,.

7 S1dney H. Asch, "The Voluntary Arbitration ot Labor Disputes,« Arb. J .,
N1tJ'S. IV, Autumn, 1949, 188.
,
,.
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certain tood distributing companies, and transporta.tion and. cOIIlI.unfca.tion
companies find strikes intolerable. Hence, arbitration is face.saving to
both union and. management who do not want to back down, but stUl do not
want to arouse the public with at strike. 8 In any event, he is ot the
opinion that the submission agreement must clearly delineate the extent of
the arbitrator's jurisdiction.
Jules Justin is aware ot the same d.U'ticulty in the arbitration of a
wage dispute case, one of the most common of the disputes of interests.
While he does not regard such arbitration as an entirely unpredictable
affair, he notes two prinCipal sources of difficulty. The first is a lack
of clarity and definiteness in the written submission agreement setting
forth the issues to be decided, the second is the incomplete, ineffective
or faulty proof of the factors and criteria upon which the arbitrator will
decide the issues before hinh Thus, there is "no established. or fixed
formula, let alone a blUeprint, avaUable to arbitratore for the determi-

nation of a wage dispute." 9
Another who stresses that the parties define with careful and proper
restrictions the issues to be arbitrated is Clarence Updegraff.
is done, he envisions the arbitrator as

(~te

Unless this

possibl\r reaching extrel'l1es in

his award which might shock or outrage one or both

or

the parties concern-

ed; 10
i:

8

eopeto1,

)~gement-Union Arbitration, 10.

9 J»l.os Justin, "Arbitrating a Wage Dispute ease, n Arb. J ., N. S. III,
Winter, 1948, 230.
10 (Clarence M. Updegraff, "Arbitration and Labor Relations," Was~on
Un1vers1t Law
rter
III Fall

6,3

The same thought 1s expressed by Harry Platt. lie has said

•

Some employers and. unions are unwilling to commit
a decision of such vital issues as wages, social
benefits, and other matters involving principle
and long range interests to the uncontrolled discretion of an ltoutsidertt. Such issues, they say,
are life and death issues both for a business and
a urt1on, and to make an in-evooable agreement to
ahWe by' a third. -oarty's decision of them. is a
dangerous gaMble.~ll·
He goes on \0 say that in reality, however, the absence of standards does

not present an insurmountable obstacle to the arbitration ot contract terms.

He suggests

t~t

the parties themselves can prescribe standards and impose

restrictions upon the arbitrator's discretion and authority Which he will
be bound to observe. Some parties may even proceed without such preconceived. standards, presu:mablyon the basis that even a 1'Ibl1nd date" with an
arbitrator 1s preferable to .. strike or lockout. 12
Charles Gregory is not quite so camprom1sing as Mr. Platt. Arbitration
in a dispute of interests is not real arbitration

tor hill. In his opinion,

it is praetlca.lly impossible to arbitrate deadlocks of this type in the
absence of generally conceded standards of conduct and. decisions. To
Gregory, it seems absurd to let arbitrators draw upon their personal notions
of economic valueain order to break collective bargaining dea4l0ck8..

~

our "legislatures can create the necessary procedures and sanctions behind

IX.· nai,

-the Settlement of Industrial Disputes through Voluntary Arbi, tratiQn, It Michtian State Bar Journal. XXVIII, 20.

-

12 Ibid..

):

I

!
i
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a successtul qst_ ot arbitra.tion.- 13 Another author has stated on the
•
basis ot a st~. that it cannot be asserted that there are acoepted standards governing the determination of wage disputes.

Rather, he feels that

at best there are ~ various conflioting doctrines. 14
An important insight on the question of disputes of inter_ts is contributed by Harold Davey_ He opines that it 1s necessal")" to recognize that
if arbitration is used as the final. means

ot settlement in disputes or

intereata as an alternate to economic torce, then "the parties must respect
the essentially judicial character of the arbitration process and not expect

a straddling type of political decision. 1t 15 Davey urges that arbitration
be UK sparingly', that is, as a last resort betore eoonomic coercion. A

genuine wUl to agree on the part. or the parties will abet the procedure
oons14erabq.
What conclua10l'l$ aay then be

g~"

Are disputes ot right. and

d.isputes ot interests fitting subjects to be referred to the arbitrational
proceeding.?

Let it firat be said that there is a consensus of opinion tbat arbitration can read.Uy be employed. in disputes of rights.

In actual practice

such disputes are frequently taken to the arbitrational. tribunal. For a

1,
1$l

miiries o. Gregory, "The Enforcement of Collective Labor AgrG8l!t8nts b:y
Arbitration,· University of Chicaso Law Review, XIII, June, UJ.6, 463.
Bmman.uel L. Gordon, ttArbitration of Wage Levels, It X;a.&ers t GuU.4 Review,
VIII, November, 1946, 49~.
.

lS Harold W.

Davey.. ftHasards to Labor Arbitration," Industr1a.l .... Labor
. jRelations Revi., I, April.. 1948, 39'.

6$
dispute ot rights, involving as it does the interpretation, application, or
enforcement of an existing contract, gives the arbitrator something tangible

to work vith and decided upon. There is no desire to bring a.bout a tormal
change in the terms ot the contract.
This is not

80

in the arbitration of a dispute of interests.

Here the

arbitrator iS t in effect, negotiating the terms of the contract which both

parties bind thel'll8elves to observeJ he becomes a legislator as well as a
judge.
I

I

He is then m.aking up the contract and determining that it is a

perfectly good one at the same time. And the parties have no choice bu.t to
accept it, tor the award is final and binding.
But is the arbitrator so infallible that he can do no wrong?

Can he

understand the situation as well as the parties therein concerned? For the
arbitrator ls, after all, an outsider and cannot be expected to sense tltaIe
confi1ct as well as those directly participating.

It Is ext.remely doubtful

that the combatants wUl accept graciously terms that they had no hand in

constructlng.Needless to say, an unsatisfactory awa.rd wUl rema1n an
AehUl$S' heel tor the duration of the contraot.
And. a baneful award is a distinct llkelihood.

For there are no speci-

tie oriteria to guide the arbitrator in a dispute ot interests. Some
authors, it ls true, have suggested standards that might be used. 16 But

DE'
t

~U$'E!ii, "Arbitrating a Wage Dispute Case," Arb. J ., N. S. III, 2;30.
or Arbitration In Wage Rate Disputes,"
Industrial and Labor Relations Re~ I, )63; Singer, ffLabol" Arbitrat:lon: fhe leea ror Dorms ana S
rds, ff Labor Law Journal, II,
270.

See also Satter, "Principles

J.:
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the 1ndi.vidual arb:Ltrator may empJ.oy those criteria he deems applieable,
and reject all others.

He may even go so tar as to turn aside all norma

and. render a purely personal. opinion.

This is an extreme but it proves the

indet1niteness of the affair.
Still another factor must be considered. The parties in a dispute ot
interests are not always the same. '!'hat is to say that there are privately
owned oompanies and government regulated companies. Each will react to the
arb:Ltrator's decision in a difterent way. The former is not as likelY to
bear a poor award as the latter.

An improper decision in such a dispute

mq virtually drive a private organisation from businessJ on the other hand,
a oOlllpll1Y regulated by the govermnent, by virtue of its monopolistic power,
may be able to su..f£er such .. desision.

The latter I s main advantage is that

1t can request rate relief for the govel'l'Ullent to counteract an adverse

It 18 the view of the author

or

this thesis that arbitration of dis-

putes 01 interestsaa it is now known is not reall1 arblt.rat1a at all.

It

is rather .. pseudo-arbitration. In the true sense of the word, arbitration
18 a quui-judic1al process. The arbitrator i8 not there t.o uke up the
fJ.cts J ratherJ hie task is to interpret existing facts.
However, the writ.er is inclined to believe that such a process, though
not bona fide arbitration, has some merit.

,

pUblic discomfort.

It is indeed preferable to

ot n$Cessity, some alterations would have to come about

to assure the most effioient functioning of such an operation.
,

;

, j,'
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A logical first step would be to see that every matter tflat coJ1ld
possibly be settled at the collective bargaining table by the parties them-

selves vould be settled there. In this
interests would reach the arbitrator.

-1'.

a m.iniJnum of these disputes of

Thus, the arbitrator wuld not be

compelled to shoulder the entire responsibilitYJ in tact, he would. do 0l'll3

that which could not otherwise be solved 'by the partiee themselves, and which
WGuld

othenr1se result in a str1ke or lock-out.

Another precaution would be to define and delineate in a caretul manner
the precise jurisdiction and authority of the arbitrator.

constructed which the arbitrator could not go be:yond.

_8

Limits would be

He would know what

and. what was not expected of him.
The erection of detinite criteria to assist the arbitrator would do

a-7 with muCh of the vagueness surrounding the process at present. These
norms would el1ndnate any blind clutching at atrawe or yielding to pressure
from one or both of the parties by the arbitrator.

His decisions would then

be an objective presentation ot the facts and would mirdmUe the subjective
incl.1natiou of the individual arbitrator.
be ruled. Qut.

The parties could be

fair~

Inordinate awards would then
confident of a j\llt and coherent

decision.
A final meuure that might possibly proTe

or Ueputes

ot aid in the "arbitration"

of interests would be some torm of a board of appeal. 17 lor

~. -ter.Y 11vee of the company

and the union ere at s'take bere. An untenable

68
decision under such circumstances need not be tolerated by the vict.im..

Recourse to appeal wUl. perJldt an honest complaint to be aired and an injustice removed.

~

the test of time can determine the vall41ty of these

proposals. It 18 certain, however, tnat the affair as now conducted is a
~

precar10ua and unsound one which needs oorrections 11' the process is

to be an etfective instrument in 1ndustrial relatione.

•
CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIOJ
The place of precedent in common law va.s not easily determined.
did not si.mplq come into being.

It

On the contrary, "stare decisu" resulted

only after a gradual process ot trial and. error. And even after its worth
was acknowledged, there still remained the question as to the amount of
wight that precedent should have. F1nal1y, it came about that precedent
might be persuasive or authoritative.

The doctrine was evolved that the

great majorlty of prior decisions were to be care!ul.ly considered, but in

no event vere they to be absoluteq binding. It proved to be the exception
rather than the rule for a previous case to have authoritative bearing on
another cue.
I

A s_ewhat similar course is being treaded as concerns the use of pre-

cedent in labor arbitration. That the process 1s not as yet a set one is
disclosed b,y a study of its hi8tor,y.

It has not sufficient experience, it

is stUl in search of its most advantageous procedure.

That is the reason

tor the delay in the ass:1m1lation ot precedent, even persuasive precedent,
into its makeup. The fact of the matter is that the arbitration process
itsell has not the blessing of aU those in the field.
s~,

Under such cirC'Wfio-

it is reasonable to anticipate conflicts over aD¥ development that

occur$ vi thin the traaewcrk ot the affair.

r
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The debate over the proper place 01' precedtmt in industrial al"bitration
renacts this contused state. The advocates of precedent sq it is well and
good to have precedent, but only in a persuasive sense. Tbq shrink trOll
authoritative precedent; it is too 'W'!yielding. On the other hand, the
lending ot persuasive force to prior decisions will guarantee a greater

degree of stability and definitaness. Some believe a common law of arbitration 18 1n the otting, others remark that 1t is alread;y an accomplished
tact 1n certain industries. The formation ot such an occurrence is viewed
U

wholesome tor then there would be guidance available to the arbitrator.

The pertinent would be separated from the :irrelevant. aU would. benefit.
The opponents do not

They too insist a system

reel.lT differ

too radicall7 trom the proponents.

ot absolutely binding precedent is unworkable,

they too realise that prior awa.:rds have some persuasive value.

But they

tear the consequences that the inauguration of such a scheme would bring
about. the loss o! arbitration's informality, spe6d., flexibility and
relative inexpensiveness is dreaded as llkel¥. Arbitration 1s, to them, a
d;vnam1c thing whioh cannot war the saddle of prior deciSions.

They tor...

see the selection of an arbitrator as based on the arbitrator's knowledge
ol the establlshe4 l"U1es ot labor agreement interpretation, rather than on

bis ability to undentand and settle construct1vely difficult labor rela-

tions aftairs. Al"b1trators mq seek "short cuts" and substitute the

cI.tc1l1on of a past

QUe

for diligence and good judgment. The oontestants

'ftUl4 be obliged to enpge experts to d18cover past awards tavorable to
I

.1'

•
their side. Industrial progress would then be thwarted and labor-raanagement harmony bypassed.
Both sides, however,

genera~

are not aware of, or

~

no attention

to, the tact that all labor disputes are not in conformity with the basic
characteristics of labor arbitration. Aside from the work of a few discernwriters, there 1s a laok of apPI"eciat1on ooncerning the reality that

ing

disputes of interests involve legislation on the part at the arbitrator
rather than adjudication. Realization of the importance of such a. d1stino\ion is not, for the most part, a.ccepted.
The author of this thu1s feels that the future t:rf}nd of labor arbitration v.Ul, in all probability, see precedent ga1n1ng in stature. He
believes that prior <1eoisiona ahould at. all tilles, in disputes of rights,
ha... perSUAsive

torce. This

would give arbitration the constaDq it re-

quires. The writer also favors .. course that would have prior awards of
binding force where a permanent arbitrator ia interpreting the same contraot
betwen the same parties. An "ad hoc" arbitrator, would be oompelled,
however, to l1m1t the weight he would allow prior awards to .. persuasive
wight onl7, unless of course .. the parties deoide otherwise. An intelligent
and thoughtful perusal of prev:lous decisions will ass1st every arbitrator.

In the last
~

,.

:

however, it is the 'Wlique Mrits of the indiv1dual

under eOll$ideratio1'1 which will guide the arbitrator to his ultimate

Attard..
OOllmlC)n

j

~s1s,

thus, a 81tuation would. prevall. comparable to that existing in the
law.

r
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A dispute of interests is another matter.

Here it is doubtful whether

arbitration should. be attempted in the first p+ace.

The writer is inclined

to believe that a dispute of interest does not constitute tit grounds for

arbitration. Arbitration's very nature clashes with the demands that the
settlement of a dispute of interests requires. Arbitration is a judioial

process eaaenti.alJ.T, not a legislative one. What is nov proceeding under

name of arbitration of disputes of interest.

the

is not arbitration as

is known today or as it was known in its development.

it

True, it is akin to

ebitration, but it def1niteq is not arbitration.
'l'hererore, the author concludes that disputes of interests cannot be

a-bitrated in the true sense of the word. It

cedent,

necessar~

follows that pr...

in such a proceeding, is relegated to a minor role.

18.7 that such a process has no worth.

This is not to

It may, in specific instances

(public utilities), be more suitable than .. strike or look-wt.

Its present

structure, however.. is not without faults) hence, it might reap greater
benefits by the adoption of the proposals cited in. the preceding chapter.
Time, above all else, will determine the true course of this process as well
•• the proper arbitrational procedure to be followed.

j
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